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2 A hero in everyone

Welcome to the new 2023/24 Dream Challenges brochure! 
We have a brilliant variety of challenges and events for you to 
take on, all across the globe, with 50% off your registration fee 
for the whole of January!
Have you ever wanted to explore the sacred mountains of Japan and the Grand 
Canyons of Arizona, or trek the ancient Inca Trail in Peru? How about cycling to 
the wonders of India, or the tea fields of Thailand?

If you prefer life in the snow, we’ve got you covered there too! Discover the magic 
of the Arctic as we snowshoe through the wilderness, make a snow shelter and 
maybe even see the Northern Lights! Or join us in the Nepalese Himalayas to 
experience the snow-capped peaks, colourful prayer flags and friendly mountain 
villages of Nepal. 

That’s only to mention a few of the new life-changing adventures we’ve got 
lined up for 2023 and 2024. We’re also delighted to bring back the phenomenally 
popular Trek Borneo, Cycle Vietnam to Cambodia and the Great Wall of China 
Trek, as well as many others!

What’s more, we’re offering 50% off the registration fee of all our challenges and 
events throughout January! Please note, these discounted places are limited to 
the first 100 applicants for our one-day events – Women V Cancer Ride the Night 
London, Women V Cancer Ride the Night Manchester, Namibia Trek in aid of 
TUF and WOW, and Regain Cycle Milan to Venice – so be sure to get in quickly to 
make sure you don’t miss out!

We are so excited for 2023 and 2024 and we hope you are too. We know you 
will be by the time you’ve flicked through this brochure and found your Dream 
Challenge! We’re here to support you all the way, from the moment you sign up 
for your Dream Challenge, to the weeks after you’ve conquered it.

For more information about us and our adventures, please visit the Dream 
Challenges website. www.dream-challenges.com

Best Wishes

Callum O’Driscoll
Managing Director

A hero in everyone

Price Guarantee until 
31st January 2023
We have held delayed price 
increasing many of our 
tours for as long as possible 
and in some instances, we 
have been able to maintain 
our tours at 2022 prices. 

However, with the increase 
in fuel and energy cost and 
the increased demand 
for flight seats and hotel 
accommodation we will be 
increasing the majority of 
our tour prices featured in 
this brochure from the 1st 
February 2023.

50% offREGISTRATION FEESOnly in January 2023
use code NEWYEAR50

*Conditions apply
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4 A hero in everyone

Release your inner hero 
Join hundreds of amazing people taking on life-changing challenges for their 
favourite charities, hospices and animal sanctuaries in 2023/24.

We’re all about making your wildest dreams a reality. Whether you want to 
conquer a bucket-list challenge like climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, trekking across 
the entire country of Costa Rica or cycling across the USA from Canada to Mexico, 
or you simply want to make a big impact for charity in a beautiful part of the 
world, we can make it possible.

From cycling to trekking, and snowshoeing to kayaking, our immersive 
challenges are open to everyone and range from the moderate to the extreme. 
You’ll find them close to home, in far-flung destinations and everywhere in 
between! Join us to make friends, reach your fitness goals, raise funds for charity 
and explore the very best of your dream destination. 

Our aim is to give you the platform, the encouragement and the support to 
release your inner hero. What’s more, the tonne of endorphins and the renewing 
perspective you’ll get on life from our challenges will not only improve your 
immediate happiness — they will also likely have a long-term positive effect on 
your emotional and mental health.

Why Dream Challenges?
• We support you from sign up to celebration — We provide full event 

management and support. The Dream Team is on hand from the moment 
you sign up for your challenge to provide any help you may need and answer 
any questions. We send all our participants regular updates with important 
info, advice and resources in the lead-up to your challenge. This support 
includes a training plan, assistance with insurance and visas, a kit list, 
fundraising ideas for every season and more.

• Unbeatable camaraderie — Our Dream Challenges are known for their 
camaraderie, so whether you sign up solo or with your team, you’re all but 
guaranteed to make amazing new friends on whichever adventure you choose.

• We are always on-hand — On top of the brilliant support staff who’ll 
accompany you on the event, you’ll have assistance from our Dream Team at 
the office in the lead-up, throughout and after the challenge.

We're dedicated to practicing responsible tourism and design our itineraries to give back to the places we visit:

• We make certain the animal sanctuaries we visit are legitimate and prioritise the animals' wellbeing and happiness.

• We employ local ground handlers, porters and support team members.

• We choose comfortable, local accommodation.

• We can arrange to visit and partner with local charities.

• We choose partners with policies that protect people and animals from exploitation and that invest in equality.

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

RAISED FOR 
HUNDREDS OF 
CHARITIES

OVER 
£50 MILLION

• Safety first — Safety is at the core of everything we do. All of your transport 
and accommodation is carefully audited by health and safety specialists to 
ensure your safety and enjoyment — no corners are ever cut!

• Expertly crafted routes — Your route is planned for enjoyment, to challenge 
you, but also to keep you safe. Whether trekking, cycling, paddling or 
snowshoeing, your path has been recced and risk assessed by experts in 
our field. 

• First aid is not a one size fits all — All staff that work on a Dream Challenge 
are qualified to a minimum of Level 3 in Remote Outdoor First Aid, so they 
are able to give possibly life-saving assistance, should it be needed, in difficult 
environments.

• Doctors on hand — Sometimes you need to speak to a doctor. All of our 
overseas challenges have a qualified medical doctor on the team who has 
specialist expedition medicine training as a minimum. They are there to 
talk with you regarding your specific needs on the challenge and to help 
with anything that comes up along your journey. As doctors, they are able to 
advise on a broad spectrum of things, which they know from experience may 
come up on a challenge, and they are able to prescribe some medicines to you 
without the need to visit a local doctor in the challenge destination.

• All geared up —  Our challenge kit has everything we are going to need on 
the adventure. It includes safety-checked quality bicycles and spare parts, 
satellite communication equipment and a fully comprehensive expedition 
medical pack.

• Always happy to help —  If you still have questions, one of our challenge 
experts is just a phone call or email away, and they know everything!

• Training is key — The more you train, the more you’ll enjoy the challenge. 
We provide you with a 6-month training plan specific to the type of activity 
you will be doing on your adventure. 

• Our culture is like no other — We know that everyone on our challenges is 
there for their own reasons. At Dream Challenges, we create a platform for 
you to find your inner hero. There are no timing chips and no prizes for first 
place. We all finish together!

• Friendships that last a lifetime —  There will be plenty of opportunities 
to e-meet fellow challengers through our social media community and in 
groups specific to your challenge. Swap kit and training ideas and keep 
your motivation going. We will post tips along the way. It’s all optional, but 
participants find this really takes some of the worries out of travelling and 
can lead to making friends for life. We often see participants sign up for their 
next Dream Challenge together!
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6 A hero in everyone

Join us in in the real-life Narnia of Northern Finland. 
Together, we’ll navigate and snowshoe as a team through 
the wilderness, camp in the snow, cook our own food and 
even make a snow shelter.

We’ll kick off with a day and a half of sub-zero survival 
preparation, acclimatisation and challenge training with 
our Arctic experts at our adventure base lodge in Kuusamo. 
Then we’ll head into the wilderness.

Surrounded by nothing but pristine nature, we’ll navigate as 
a team to our finish point, with our Arctic guides and at least 
one challenge doctor on hand every step of the way. We’ll 
head our compasses north and trek through a serene, snowy 
wonderland. Pulling all the gear we need in sledges, we’ll 
snowshoe by day and make our own meals and set our own 
camp at night, possibly even seeing the Northern Lights! 

At the end of our expedition, we’ll be transferred back to 
Kuusamo for a well-deserved sauna and a chance to build 
and sleep in our own quinzhees, a type of snow shelter!

If that’s not enough to get excited about, you can also jump 
on an optional ice fishing tour on the biggest spring in 
Europe, Lake Kitka.

The Arctic Adventure

Highlights

• Snowshoe through Narnia-like countryside 

• Traditional Finnish saunas 

• A chance to experience the Northern Lights

• Build and sleep in your own snow shelter

• Ice fishing and cooking your catch for 
dinner

• Learn amazing Arctic survival skills

Multi-activity challenge

Challenge level

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
18 - 25 March 2023
16 - 23 March 2024
Duration: 
8 days
Registration Fee: 
£299
Self Fund:  
2023 £1,799
2024 £1,995 
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,598
2024 £3,990
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge:
Capped at £300

"You will have fun and forge new friendships that will last a lifetime". 
Abhay, Dream Challenges participant

Kuusamo

Aikkial

Meskusvaara

Riisitunturi
National Park

Flights
Included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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8 A hero in everyone

Get ready for a magical trek through the mountains 
and jungles of Borneo, finishing at a special orangutan 
orphanage.

Starting with a flight to Koto Kinabalu, we trek from the 
foothills of Mount Kinabalu, through lush jungles bursting 
with amazing Malaysian wildlife. Bring your binoculars and 
look out for elephants, proboscis monkeys and orangutans. 
With birdsong as our soundtrack, we’ll venture through 
rolling rice paddies, mountain valleys and rainforests.

Along the way, we’ll encounter small villages with friendly 
locals, stay in beautiful jungle camps and cosy homestays 
and learn loads about the charming Sabah culture.

The rugged and sometimes slippery terrains may be 
challenging, but the views more than make up for it as we 
conquer this truly jaw-dropping trek. 

Highlights

• Visit Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation 
Centre

• Sleep in jungle camps

• Spectacular backdrop of Mount Kinabalu

• Night walk to spot local wildlife

• Traditional bamboo music and 
entertainment

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek Borneo 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
7 - 17 April 2023
22 Sept- 2 Oct 2023
4 - 20 April 2024
20 Sept - 4 Oct 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration fee: 
2023 £349
2024 £399
Self fund:  
2023 £2,350
2024 £2,449
Sponsorship:  
2023 £4,700
2024 £4,898
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

Sabah

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Kota Kinabalu 
Day 3 | Koto Kinabalu - Tambatuon - Tanak Nabalu Homestay | 
approx. 4 hours 30 mins trekking 
Day 4 | Tanak Nabalu Homestay - Kintoki Jungle Camp | approx. 5 
hours trekking 
Day 5 | Kintoki Jungle Camp - Nunuk Gompito Jungle Camp | 
approx. 5 hours trekking
Day 6 | Nunuk Gompito Jungle Camp – Hayo Hayo Jungle Camp | 
approx. 4 hours 30 mins trekking
Day 7 | Hayo Hayo Jungle Camp – Guas Nabalu Kiau Nuluh – Walai 
Tokou Homestay | approx. 4 hours 30 mins trekking
Day 8 | Walai Tokou Homestay – Poring Hot Springs (optional) – 
Sepilok Jungle  Resort
Day 9 | Sepilok Jungle Resort
Days 10 - 11 | Sepilok – UK OR optional extension to Gaya Island
Days 10 – 13 | Optional extension and stay on  Gaya Island

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Extend your stay in Malaysia after your trek on an optional extension at 
the stunning Gaya Island, boasting elegant villas with panoramic views of 
the rainforest and the South China Sea. A chance to relax after your epic 
adventure! Contact us for more information. 

"The challenge leader Eleni is just an amazing person and a complete asset to your 
company. She had to put up with a few dramas during our trek and remained 
positive, polite, kind and professional at all times." Kerry, Trek Borneo participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Escape to the Jordan Desert on this life-changing challenge 
for people affected by mental health problems. Trekking 
from the Dead Sea to the hidden city of Petra, we’ll tackle 
myriad terrains, discover the secrets of this ancient land 
and see more shooting stars than you thought possible.

By day, our Bedouin guides will lead us along ancient trails 
through towering valleys, past waterfalls, across vast, barren 
expanses and even to the top of the Black Mountains. We’ll 
immerse ourselves in the local culture and legends of this 
unspoiled landscape, a world apart from everyday life.

By night, we’ll rest in Bedouin camps and choose to sleep in 
tents or under a sky unspoiled by light pollution.

Hiking from one iconic World Heritage Site to another, we’ll 
end our adventure with a day exploring Petra, the famous 
ancient city, carved into the desert mountains.

The challenge may be tough, but the incredible panoramas 
are more than worth the workout, not to mention the cause!

Highlights

• Swim in the Dead Sea

• Finish at the World Heritage Site of Petra - 
one of the Seven Wonders of the World!

• A chance to completely disconnect from 
the hustle and bustle of normal life

• Optional excursion to Wadi Rum

• Sleep under the stars in the desert

• Archaeological wonderland!

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Walk With Me 
Jordan Desert Trek 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The top highlights for me really were the people on the trek – participants, leaders, 
Bedouin. They were all so supportive and I loved the camaraderie. It's something that 
I'll keep with me for a long time." Jane, Jordan Desert Trek participant

Shobak

Al Mdayrej

Ma’an

Al-Jafr

Mitzpe Ramon Day 1 | London – Amman
Day 2 | Dead Sea - Feynan | approx. 4-5km/2.5 hours walking

Day 3 | Feynan - Faron | approx. 16km/8 hours walking

Day 4 | Faron - Um Ellada | approx. 18km/8 hours walking

Day 5 | Um Ellada - Moeesra | approx. 10km/6.5 hours walking

Day 6 | Moeesra - Petra - Wadi Musa | approx. 6km/6 hours walking

Days 7 & 8 | Petra/ Wadi Rum - UK

Dates: 
22 - 29 April 2023
23 - 30 March 2024
19 - 26 Oct 2024 
Duration: 
8 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
2023 £1,550 
2024 £1,750
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,100
2024 £3,500
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £300

flights
included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Discover the world-famous Inca Trail with us on this mind-
blowing trek to Machu Picchu. 

Our adventure gives us the once-in-a-lifetime chance to 
immerse ourselves in the fascinating history of the Incas and 
explore the ruins of their sacred sites, nestled in stunning 
South American scenery. Rated one of the ten best trekking 
trails in the world, the archaeology of the Inca Trail isn’t the 
only thing to get excited about. 

Our trek takes us deep into the misty mountains of Peru, 
alongside rivers in vast valleys and up through forests, 
bursting with flora. We’ll tackle a wide diversity of terrains, 
from the high desert plateau to the tropical Andean 
rainforest. Covering a phenomenal 43km, our climbs will 
push us to the peak and reward us with panoramas across 
lush, green valleys and sprawling citadels.

We’ll discover colourful towns and craft markets, camp amidst 
mountain vistas and gain a tonne of insight into the amazing 
mix of cultures that make up Peru. The literal highlight of our 
challenge lies at the finish line, as we watch the sun rise over 
the magnificent Machu Picchu, aka “Mother Earth”. 

Highlights

• Explore the ancient Inca capital of Cusco

• Trek through the spectacular scenery of the 
Andes mountains

• Follow in the footsteps of the Incas

• Ascend to the famous 'Dead Woman's Pass'

• Watch the sun rise at the UNESCO World 
Heritage Site of Machu Picchu

• Optional trek up the Rainbow Mountain

Trek challenge

Challenge level

The Inca Trail Trek
 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Day 1 | UK – Lima

"The whole trip was amazing! The sense of achievement as we reached the end of the 
trek was incredible. To know that you had personally overcome the ups and downs of 
a strenuous trek along with the rest of the group gave me a huge sense of pride."
Liz, Inca Trail participant

Lima

Cusco
Day 2 | Lima – Cusco

Day  3 | Cusco – Pisac and Ollantaytambo in the Sacred Valley 

Day 4 | Cusco – Piscacucho (2,680m) – Wayllabamba (3,060m) | approx. 11km/ 5-6 hours

Day 5 | Wayllabamba (3,060m) – Warmiwanusca  (4,200m) – Paqaymayu (3,580m) | approx. 12km/ 7-8 hours

Day 6 | Paqaymayu (3,580m) – Winaywayna (2,600m) | approx. 14km/ 8 hours

Day 7 | Winaywayna (2,600m) – Machu Picchu – Aguas Calientes | approx. 6km/ 2 hours

Day 8 | Aguas Calientes

Day 9 | Cusco

Days 10 & 11 | Cusco – Lima – UK
Days 10 - 14 | Optional extension to Lake Titikaka 

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Extend your stay in Peru after your trek on an optional four-day extension 
package, taking you for the ride of your life on the amazing Andean Explorer 
Train before exploring the beautiful, floating islands on Lake Titicaca. 
Contact us for more information. 

flights
included

Dates: 
5 - 15 May 2023 
6 - 16 Oct 2023
3 - 13 May 2024
4 - 14 Oct 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration fee: 
£449 
Self fund:  
2023 £1,950 (£200 
interim payment)
2024 £2,199 (£200 
interim payment)
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,900
2024 £4,398
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £475

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Live the Caribbean dream on this exquisite cycling 
challenge around its largest island. Together, we’ll explore 
every part of Cuba, from the turquoise coast to the lush 
Escambray Mountains.

Kicking off in Hershey, founded to produce chocolate for 
the US brand, our unbeatable route takes us up and down 
through time-warped towns and sugar plantations, citrus 
farms and forested mountains.

We’ll work up a sweat cycling through rolling countryside 
and share the road with the vintage traffic Cuba is renowned 
for. With stops in the old fashioned town of Trinidad, 
Cienfuegos, widely known as the “Pearl of the South”, and at 
the stunning seaside resort of Varadero, we’ll get a feel for 
the culture and history, while experiencing the paradise we 
all dream about.

Don’t be fooled, the cycling will be tough, with steep climbs 
and undulating terrain, but every pedal will be beautiful with 
vibrant green hills, palm trees lining the roads and colourful 
colonial towns full of Cuba’s classic cars. Finishing our epic 
challenge at the Che Mausoleum in Santa Clara, we’ll toast 
our success with a Cuba Libre and a fantastic Celebration 
Meal.

Highlights
• Cycle through the amazing Escambray 

Mountains and along the sparkling coast of 
Cuba

• Exclusive guided tours of Havana and the 
World Heritage town of Trinidad

• Spend a night at Cienfuegos, aka "The 
Pearl of the South", with a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site city centre

• Spectacular finish at the world-famous 
Che Mausoleum in Santa Clara

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Cuba

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Amazing experience that I'll never forget! It was so well organised and everyone was 
so enthusiastic."
Alice, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
5 - 12 May 2023
Duration: 
8 days
Registration Fee: 
£399
Self Fund:  
£1,995
Sponsorship:  
£3,990
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

Day 1 | UK – Havana  

Havana

Cienfuegos

Varadero

Day 2 | Havana – Hershey – 
Matanzas – Varadero | approx. 56km 

Day 3 | Matanzas – Jaguey Grande – Cienfuegos | approx. 85km 

Day 4 | Cienfuegos – Trinidad | approx. 91km 

Day 5 | Trinidad – El Mirardor – Sancti Spiritus | approx. 71.8km 

Day 6 | Sancti Spiritus – Santa Clara | approx. 82km 

Day 7 | Santa Clara – Havana 

Day 8 | Havana – UK  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Unleash your inner hero and take on the land of the dragon 
on our spectacular trek for children’s charities on and 
alongside the Great Wall of China!

Starting from the remote town of Huangyaguan, we’ll follow 
the Wall through rugged countryside and traditional local 
towns to the mind-blowing city of Beijing.

We’ll encounter all kinds of terrain, from both ancient and 
restored sections of the Great Wall itself to forest trails, 
quaint village roads and rolling green hills and mountains.

Prepare to tackle tough climbs for bewitching views over 
rural China and immerse yourself in the local lifestyle, 
staying in traditional Chinese guesthouses.

With breathtaking panoramas, fascinating insight into 
China’s rich history and culture, and a group of amazing 
people by your side, this challenge will leave you with 
friendships and memories that will last a lifetime. 

Our adventure will end in the bamboozling city of Beijing, 
where ancient history collides with futuristic technology. 
Here, we’ll celebrate in the best way, with a fantastic guided 
tour of the city’s iconic sites, including the Forbidden City 
and the infamous plaza of Tiananmen Square.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Unbeatable insight into the local culture 
with nights spent in traditional Chinese 
guesthouses

• Trek through remote farming villages for an 
extra look into the local rural lifestyle

• Encounter both quiet parts of the Great 
Wall and the hot spots at Huangya Guan, 
Jinshanling and Beijing

• Explore the mind-blowing Beijing on an 
exclusive guided tour

Let's Trek for Children 
Great Wall of China

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
11 - 19 May 2023
19 - 27 Oct 2023
16 - 24 May 2024 
Duration: 
9 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
2023 £1,550 
2024 £1,750
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,100
2024 £3,500
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

 Beijing

Days 1 & 2 | London – Beijing – Huangyaguan 

Day 3 | Huangyaguan – Huangyaguan | approx. 8km/5 hours

Day 4 | Huangyaguan - Mr Kong’s Farmhouse | approx. 12km/6-7 hours

Day 6 | Gubeikou - Jinshanling | approx. 16km/7-8 hours

Day 5 | Mr Kong’s Farmhouse – Jinshanling | approx. 14km/6-7 hours

Day 7 | Jinshanling – Beijing
approx. 7km/3-4 hours

Day 8 | Beijing

Day 9 | Beijing – London 

"The trek was a wonderful experience with lovely people, through spectacularly
beautiful scenery."
Rod, Dream Challenges participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Discover two incredible countries while raising funds for 
your favourite charity on this life-changing 450km cycle 
from Ho Chi Minh City to the world-famous Angkor Wat.

We’ll ride a stunning route through the beautiful Mekong 
Delta, alongside rivers lined with banana plants and 
palms, past tranquil orchards and villages, to an epic 
finish exploring the ancient temples of Angkor.

With a visit to a floating market and other local marvels, 
this challenge is an incredibly special opportunity to 
immerse yourself in the fascinating cultures of Vietnam 
and Cambodia. Both countries have gone through 
dramatic changes over the past fifty years, shaken by war, 
genocide, and tourism. Cycling is one of the best ways 
to learn about and experience these gorgeous lands, and 
with the chance to also raise funds for a charity of your 
choice whilst getting fit and making new friends, there’s 
nothing not to love.

Highlights
• Explore Vietnam's bustling capital, Ho Chi 

Minh City

• Floating markets in Cai Rang and Phong 
Dien

• Cycle through the famously beautiful 
Mekong Delta

• Board a ferry across the Mekong River

• Chance to visit Siem Reap's vibrant night 
market

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Vietnam 
to Cambodia

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
17- 28 May 2023
4 - 15 Nov 2023
15 - 26 Nov 2023
15 - 26 May 2024
2 - 13  May 2024
13 - 24 Nov 2024
Duration: 
12 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
2023 £1,900
2024 £2,100
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,800
2024 £4,200
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

Hi-Chi Minh City

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Ho Chi Minh City

Gulf of
Thailand

Day 3 | Ho Chi Minh City - Ben Tre - 
Tra Vinh | approx. 62km

Day 4 | Tra Vinh – Can Tho | approx. 90km

Day 5 | Can Tho – Chau Doc approx. 75km

Day 6 | Chau Doc - Phnom Penh | approx. 8km

Day 7 | Phnom Penh - Kampong Thom approx. 70 - 90km

Day 8 | Kampong Thom - Siem Reap | approx. 66km

Day 9 | Exploring Angkor Temple Complex by bike | approx. 28km

Days 10 | Siem Reap

"It was a totally awesome experience, one which I will remember for the rest of my 
life. The level of organisation was sublime and ran like clockwork." 
Dianne, Vietnam to Cambodia participant

Day 11 & 12 | Siem Reap - UK

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Extend your stay in Cambodia after your cycle on an optional three-day 
extension package, returning to Angkor Park and Pahre Circus to explore this 
fascinating place further. You will also visit the beautiful Kulen Waterfall and 
Phnom Kulen National Park. Contact us for more information.  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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20 A hero in everyone

Immerse yourself in the wild beauty of the Amazon 
rainforest, home to most of the species on our planet! 
Paying respect to the diverse natural habitat, we’ll use only 
the Bear Necessities we need to survive as we trek through 
the jungle.

Together, we’ll learn how to find, gather and catch food using 
native methods, from picking tropical fruits to fishing with 
jungle tools and constructing traps using only what Mother 
Nature has provided. We’ll even source our own drinking 
water, get trained in canoeing, build shelters and identify a 
wide array of plants as we pass.

Our life changing adventure gives us the amazing 
opportunities to spot an Amazon-azing array of animals, 
from bats and parrots to monkeys, sloths and otters. Keep 
your eyes peeled as if we’re really lucky, we may see a jaguar 
or a giant river otter!

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

The Amazon 
Wilderness Trek 

• Limited places in small group

• Trek through the Amazon rainforest in the 
lowlands of Peru

• Sleep on viewing platforms to look out for 
tapirs

• Visit an amazing indigenous village

• Traditional shelter building

• Boat ride on the red Ucayali River

• Spot giant otters in their jungle lake

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"You guys were all incredible, patient, funny, supportive and all round good eggs. 
Couldn't have done it without you all."
Fiona Miller, Dream Challenges participant

Day 1 | UK – Lima - Cusco

Lima

Cusco

Day 2 | Cusco – Acjanaco – Pillahuata (3,450m) | approx. 4 hours trekking

Day 3 | Pillahuata – San Pedro – Rio Tono | approx. 6 hours

Day 4 | Rio Tono – Atalaya – Boca Manu – Maquisapayoj Lodge, Manu Lowland
Day 5 | Maquisapayoj Lodge – Maquisapayoj Tapir Lick

Day 6 | Maquisapayoj Tapir Lick 
– Blanco Lake – Tapir Lick

Day 7 | Maquisapayoj Lodge 
– Colorado – Cusco 

Day 8 | Cusco

Day 9 | Cusco – UK 

Dates: 
10 - 18 June 2023  
9 - 17 Sept 2023
Duration: 
9 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£1,995 
Sponsorship:  
£3,990
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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22 A hero in everyone

Following the rustic, rural trail from Solway to Wallsend, 
we’ll roam alongside the sea, before winding inland 
through fields and forest on the line of the ancient Roman 
landmark. 

Prepare to encounter incredible sites lying on the trail, 
including the remains of the 12th century Thirlwall and Motte 
Bailey Castle, the well-preserved stretch of wall at Walltown 
Crags and the spectacular Housesteads Roman Fort. 

Gazing out upon a sea of lush green fields from the edge of 
the Roman Empire, we’ll escape to the ancient era that shaped 
British history, discover the remains of a Roman hospital and 
barracks, and gain captivating insight into the AD138 century 
lifestyle. 

Our six-day trek will also treat us to exquisite natural scenery 
with rolling open farmland, chocolate box villages, enchanting 
woodland, and riverside paths. If skies are clear enough, we 
might even see over the border to Scotland before we arrive 
at our grand finish at Wallsend. Time to celebrate our great 
journey with a celebration just a few miles down the road in 
Newcastle. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

The Hadrian's  
Wall Trek 

• Visit Thirlwall and Motte Bailey Castle 

• Gain insight into the AD138 century lifestyle 

• Look over the rolling hills to Scotland  

• Celebrate in Newcastle  

• Trek alongside Hadrian's Wall in its 
entirety

• Discover the famous Sycamore Gap, 
featured in the Robin Hood movie

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
11 - 18 June 2023 
Duration: 
8 days
Registration fee: 
£199
Self fund:  
£1,199 
Sponsorship:  
£2,198

"This is the second DC I have undertaken and in both cases, they have been very well 
organised. Our challenge leader was not just a leader but was one of us, always in 
control of situations, which put the group at ease. She was there to support group 
members when they were struggling with either the walk or for personal reasons. An 
11/10 effort." Richard, Hadrian's Wall and Scottish West Highland Way participant

Newcastle upon Tyne
Day 1 | Carlisle 

Day 2 | Carlisle – Bowness-on-Solway – Carlisle | approx. 22km/14 miles 

Day 3 | Carlisle – Lanercost | approx. 22.4km/14 miles 

Day 4 | Lanercost – Once Brewed | approx. 25km/15.5 miles 

Day 5 | Once Brewed – Chollerford | approx.20km/12.5 miles  

Day 6 | Chollerford – Heddon-on-the-Wall | approx. 25km/15.5 miles 

Day 7 | Heddon-on-the-Wall – Wallsend – Newcastle | approx. 25.12km/15.7 miles  

Day 8 | Newcastle – Carlisle  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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24 A hero in everyone

Join us in the Land of the Midnight Sun for our hugely 
popular kayaking challenge! 

Lapland is renowned for its mystical winters, but we’ll get 
the best of the Arctic summer. Shining sun, crystal clear 
waters, sandy beaches and fairy-tale forests, ideal for wild 
camping!

No kayaking experience is needed as we’ll kick off with a day 
of training and wilderness preparation. Then we head our 
compasses west and navigate as a team across the pristine 
waters of Lake Livojärvi.

Together with our local experts, we’ll carry all the gear we 
need in our boats and conquer over 40km in three days. 
Kayaking by day, we’ll wild camp by night, learn to cook with 
an expedition cooker and swim under the midnight sun. We 
may even spot a reindeer!

The Finland 
Kayak Adventure

Highlights

• Kayak in the Land of the Midnight Sun

• Wild camp on secluded beaches 

• Traditional Finnish saunas 

• Swim in crystal clear lakes

• Prepare and cook your own food

• Breaks on sandy beaches near fairy-tale 
like forests

Multi-activity challenge

Challenge level

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
29 June - 3 July 2023

Duration: 
5 days

Registration Fee: 
£249

Self Fund:  
£1,550

Sponsorship:  
£3,100

Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge:
Capped at £300

Flights
Included

PosioB

"Dream Challenges' enthusiasm, professionalism and fun helped to make it a truly 
incredible experience." 
Carol, Dream Challenges participant

A

A

Day 1 | London – Rovaniemi - Posio, Lapland

Rovaniemi

Day 2 | Adventure Camp, Posio - Lake 
Livojärvi | approx. 12km

Day 3 | Lake Livojärvi | approx. 15km
Day 4 | Lake Livojärvi | approx. 16.5km

Day 5 | Posio – Rovaniemi - London

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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26 A hero in everyone

We’ll walk on all sorts of terrains and take in this top hiking 
spot from every angle, trekking in wild-flower meadows, 
rocky mountain foothills and towering valleys. By night, 
we’ll camp in idyllic spots  far from everyday life and look 
out for shooting stars in a sky void of light pollution.

Our last day of trekking leads us to the homestay of a local 
nomadic family. We’ll taste traditional Mongolian food, enjoy 
a cultural show, and even try archery, before spending the 
night in a cosy ger.

The excitement doesn’t end there! Our final day in Mongolia 
will blow your mind! We’re thrown into the heart of the 
nomadic culture as we visit the traditional Naadam Festival. 
Soaking up the festival’s vibe and best events, we’ll see 
cultural performances, wrestling matches, horse races 
and more. 

Then we’ll head back to the sprawling city of Ulaanbaatar 
and toast our epic accomplishment over a Celebration 
Dinner.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek Mongolia 

• Hike in the Terelj National Park

• Wild camping in the wilderness 

• Sleep in a ger and even learn to build one 

• Spend a night with a family of nomads

• Look out for falcons, kestrels and vultures 

• Try traditional archery 

• Tuck into authentic Mongolian food

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
5 - 14 July 2023
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
£2,450
Sponsorship:  
£4,900
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

Day 1 | UK – Ulaanbaatar

"The events are well planned, you feel well looked after and overall, have such a 
wonderful experience that you want to repeat again and again!"
Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Ulaanbaatar

Gorkhi Terelj 
National Park

Day 2 | Ulaanbaatar – Terelj National Park – Ar Khurkh Valley
approx. 15km/ 3 hours

Day 3 | Terelj National Park – Khotol Pass | approx. 15-20km/5-6 hours

Day 4 | Terelj National Park – Dund 
Bayan – Baruun Bayan Adag | 
approx. 15-25km/5-6 hours 

Day 5 | Terelj National Park – 
Nomadic Homestay

Day 6 | Terelj National Park - Kayaking - Chinggis Statue – 
Ulaanbaatar | approx. 15-20km/1.5-4 hours kayaking

Day 7 | UlaanbaatarDay 8 | Ulaanbatar – UK 

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Extend your stay in Mongolia on an optional five-day excursion, explore more 
monasteries and national parks in this amazing part of the world, including: 
the famous Bogd Khaan National Park, Khustai National Park, and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site - the Orkhon Valley, to name a few! Contact us for more 
information. 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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28 A hero in everyone

Join us in July 2023 for an awesome canoeing challenge in 
Finland.

Lapland is renowned for its mystical winters, but we’ll get 
the best of the Arctic summer. Experience shining sun, 
crystal clear waters, sandy beaches and acres of ancient 
woodland, ideal for wild camping!

No canoeing experience is needed as we’ll kick off with 
training and gear preparation. Then we’ll canoe for three 
days in the Oulanka National Park, where northern, 
southern and eastern nature collide.

Together with our local experts, we’ll carry all the gear we 
need in our two-man canoes and glide over 37km on the 
Oulankajoki river. Canoeing by day, we’ll rest by night in 
rustic cabins and tents by the riverside, cook our meals 
together and swim under the late night sun.

Our challenge will not only teach us literal life lessons, like 
how to canoe, set up a secure wild camp and make tasty 
meals with an expedition cooker; it will also give us the 
chance to see an amazing amount of wildlife.

The Finland Canoe 
Adventure

Highlights

• Sleep in rustic cabins by the riverside 

• Have dinner in a tipi

• Experience traditional Finnish saunas 

• Sandy beaches and fairy tale forests

• Chance to see reindeer and other local 
wildlife

• Canoe in a serene world far away from 
everyday society

Multi-activity challenge

Challenge level

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
6 - 10 July 2023
4 - 8 July 2024
Duration: 
5 days
Registration Fee: 
£249
Self Fund:  
2023 £1,550
2024 £1,695
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,100
2024 £3,390 
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge:
Capped at £300

Flights
Included

Posio

"Absolutely brilliant organisation. All of the team were fantastic."
Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Day 1 | London – Rovaniemi - Posio, Lapland

Kurtinvaara

Day 2 | Oulanka National Park | approx. 3.5km canoeing + 5km hiking (6 hours activity) 

Day 3 | Oulanka National Park | approx. 10km canoeing + rescue training (8 hours activity)

Day 4 | Oulanka National Park | approx. 25km (8 hours activity)

Day 5 | Oulanka National Park – Rovaniemi – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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30 A hero in everyone

Over five days, following in the footsteps of the star-gazing 
Celts, we’ll tackle 115km along the ancient Camino de 
Santiago pilgrimage route.
 
Setting off from the Gothic town of Sarria in north west 
Spain, we’ll wind our way up and down lush valleys and 
enchanting forests full of eucalyptus, fir and oak trees. 
We’ll encounter magnificent, man-made monuments 
and breathtaking natural landscapes, looking out for 
woodpeckers and taking in an amazing range of architecture 
built across centuries. 

We’ll stop in rustic hamlets and traditional Spanish towns, 
with chances to gain insight into the current local lifestyle 
and the captivating cultural history of the pilgrimage. 

Dating back to around the 10th century AD, the famous 
Camino de Frances actually begins in France and extends 
some 800km, but this final section gives a perfect alternative 
for time-tight trekkers. 

We’ll, of course, end at the Holy city of Santiago, with a free 
day to explore its mix of ancient and modern architecture. You 
can take in the towering spires of the cathedral and enormous 
statue celebrating Pope John Paul’s 1993 Holy Year visit, along 
with the striking contemporary art in the modern galleries. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Explore the Gothic Spanish town of Sarria 

• Marvel at the ancient architecture  

• Gain a deep insight into the history of this 
iconic Celtic pilgrimage  

• Free day to explore the holy city of 
Santiago  

Camino de Santiago 
5-day Trek

30 Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"I am so pleased I went ahead with the trip. I have done many trips now with Dream 
Challenges and this one really stands out. What really made the trek so special 
was the wonderful challenge leader. The whole trip was fun filled, joyous and life 
affirming." Fiona, Camino de Santiago 5-Day Trek participant

Dates: 
8  - 15 July 2023

Duration: 
8 days

Registration fee: 

£249

Self fund:  
£1,595

Sponsorship:  
£3,190

Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £250

Santiago de 
Compostela 

Day 1  |UK – Sarria

31

flights
included

Day 2 | Sarria – Portomarin | approx. 14 miles/23km

Day 3 | Portomarin – Os Valos | approx. 13 miles/21km

Day 4 | Os Valos – Arzua | approx. 20 miles/30km

Day 5 | Arzua – O Pedrouzo | approx. 15 miles/24km

Day 6 | O Pedrouzo – Santiago de Compostela | approx. 10 miles/16km

Day 7 | Santiago
Day 8 | Santiago – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.



32 A hero in everyone

Solo adventurers and families (age 14+) alike are all welcome 
to join us as we discover the incredible wildlife and culture 
of the Maasai Mara in Kenya.

Starting off with a boat ride across Lake Naivasha, we’ll spot 
an amazing variety of the wildlife Kenya is renowned for, 
including zebras, giraffes, hippos and many more animals.

Then we’ll take to the hills with the incredible Maasai 
people and become immersed in their beautiful way of 
life, camping in the Loita Hills and the awesome Maji 
Moto Cultural Camp.

As if our challenge couldn’t get any better, we’ll also visit a 
wonderful school in the Maasai Mara and end the adventure 
with a visit to two incredible animal sanctuaries: the David 
Sheldrick Wildlife Trust elephant orphanage and The Giraffe 
Centre rescue and rehabilitation centre for giraffes.

Highlights

• Boat ride across Lake Naivasha with 
chances to spot lots of beautiful flora

• Trek in the hills with the incredible Maasai 
people

• See a wonderful school in the Maasai Mara 

• Visit two incredible animal sanctuaries

• Wildlife-packed game drive in the Maasai 
Mara

Trek challenge

Challenge level

The Kenya Maasai 
Adventure Trek 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

• A game walk and boat ride in the Lake 
Naivasha

• Take in the hills with the incredible Maasai 
people and become immersed in their 

beautiful way of life

• Visit a wonderful school in the Maasai 
Mara 

• Visit two incredible animal sanctuaries

"Huge thank you to Dream Challenges for enabling these amazing events to take 
place! The trip has taught me much about myself, which I hope to put into practice 
now we are home!"
David Counsell, Dream Challenges participant

Nairobi

Morijo

Karagta

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Nairobi, Kenya – Lake Naivasha 

Days 4 - 6| Loita Hills trek with the Maasai
approx. 15-25km/ 5 to 6 hours per day

Day 3 | Lake Naivasha – Maji Moto Cultural Camp in Maasai Mara

Day 7 | School visit in the Maasai Mara

Day 8 | Game drives in 
the Maasai Mara

Days 10 and 11 | Nairobi – Elephant orphanage & The Giraffe Centre – UK 

Dates: 
5 - 15 Aug 2023
14 - 24 Aug 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
2023 £1,995
2024 £2,195
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,990
2024 £4,390
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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34 A hero in everyone

Join us for our next trek up Mount Kilimanjaro and 
reach “the roof of Africa” on this incredible and beautiful 
challenge. Taking the iconic Northern Circuit route, 
featured on TV, we’ll follow in the footsteps of celebrities 
and reach a whopping 5,895m/19,341ft above sea level for 
charity.

The world’s tallest free-standing mountain is, of course, 
famous for its stupendous height, but let’s not forget the 
range of beautiful, natural scenery we’ll pass through on the 
way to the summit!

We’ll trek through lush forests and bushland before 
wandering barren landscapes, rocky paths and mountain 
trails with spectacular panoramas.

Our Dream Challenges are renowned for their camaraderie 
and you’ll make fantastic new friendships and gain an 
unbeatable sense of achievement, as you push yourself to the 
peak for the cause closest to your heart!

Highlights

• Extra time to acclimatise

• Achieveable training plan

• Unbeatable camaraderie

• Full challenge support, from sign up to 
completion

• UK expedition trained doctor and first aid 
trained guides

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Mount Kilimanjaro 
Trek 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
6 - 18 Sept 2023
14 - 26 Feb 2024
4 - 16 Sept 2024
Duration: 
13 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
2023 £2,995
2024 £3,294 
Sponsorship:  
2023 £5,990
2024 £6,588
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

"All the staff who looked after us on the challenge were amazing. From the porters 
who worked so hard to ensure we were all looked after to the doctor who checked on 
us all daily and finally Sherpa Passang who really went above and beyond. I cannot 
thank the team enough." Mount Kilimanjaro participant

Day 7  approx. 6km (4,025m – 3,915m)

Days 1-2
Arusha

London Heathrow

ARUSHA  
NATIONAL 

PARK

MOUNT KILIMANJARO 
NATIONAL PARK

Day 3  approx. 
6km/ 4-5 hours 
(2,360m – 
2,895m)

Day 4 approx. 
8km/ 6 hours 
(2,895m – 3,505m)

Day 5 approx. 
10km (3,560m – 
4,100m)

Day 6 approx. 
10km (4,100m – 
4,025m)

Day 8  approx. 4.5km (3,915m – 4,750m)
Day 9  approx. 21km 
 (4,750m - 5,895m summit – 3,915m)

Day 10  approx. 20km (3,706m – 1,962m)

Day 11  Free Day - Arusha
Day 12 & 13 Arusha - UK

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Visit the stunning Kikuletwa Hot Springs, jump on a safari in the amazing 
Arusha National Park, or even extend your stay in Tanzania on a 3-day safari 
in the incredible Serengeti National Park! For more details, just get in touch.

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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36 A hero in everyone

Trek in the footsteps of the famous naturalist Alexander 
von Humboldt on an immersive challenge in the 
Ecuadorian Andes. 

Climb some of the highest volcanoes in the world, explore 
the Toachi river in a canyon 2,660m above sea level and 
see the innovative mountain farming of the villages that 
settled here. 

We’ll experience the unique beauty of the Quillotoa crater, 
take an optional kayak on the lagoon and relax in the 
Papallacta hot springs, powered by the Antisana volcano. 

As if this Andean adventure couldn’t get any better, 
you’ll have the chance to jump on our once-in-a-lifetime 
island-hopping extension package in the Galapagos! 
Visit Darwin’s research station and explore the 
megadiversity and fearless wildlife of the ocean as you 
snorkel at Kicker Rock. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Summit some of the highest volcanoes in 
the world 

• Explore the Toachi river in a canyon  
2,660m above sea level 

• Relax in the Papallacta hot springs 

• Snorkel at Kicker Rock 

Trek the Andes  
in Ecuador

36

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Everyone from Dream Challenges were amazing. I had a wonderful and memorable 
experience. Thank you." Hannah, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
6 - 16 Sept 2023
5 - 15 June 2024
2 - 12 Oct 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
£1,950
Sponsorship:  
£3,900
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included
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38 A hero in everyone

Join us in the stunning region of Svaneti in the heart of 
Georgia’s Caucasus Mountains. 

We’ll trek amidst some of the highest peaks on the planet, 
from vibrant green meadows to dazzling white summits. 
There, at the top, we’ll experience spectacular mountain 
passes over an endless natural landscape. 

Get ready to push yourself out of your comfort zone as 
we face gruelling climbs for the reward of breathtaking 
panoramas. We’ll gain an unmatched insight into the ancient 
cultures of Svaneti and discover medieval villages with 
abandoned stone towers. 

With lush valleys, ancient cave dwellings, fairy-tale-like 
towns, and remote mountain trails far off the tourist track – 
this is a true Dream Challenge! 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Explore Svaneti, deep in the heart of the 
mountains 

• Trek amidst some of the highest peaks on 
the planet 

• Gain an unmatched insight into the 
ancient cultures 

• Discover medieval villages with long 
abandoned stone towers 

Trek the Caucasus 
Mountains in 
Georgia

38

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"It was one of the best experiences and achievements! Just do it!"
Sam, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
7 - 16 Sept 2023
30 May - 8 June 2024
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£299
Self fund:  
2023 £1,750
2024 £1,895 
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,500
2024 £3,790
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £300

flights
included
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40 A hero in everyone

It’s time to go wild! We’ve just launched our next trek for 
animal charities.  In 2023 and 2024, we’re exploring the 
teardrop island of Sri Lanka. Home to over 800 amazing 
animal species and all sorts of exotic plants, Sri Lanka is 
the closest thing to paradise this planet has and we can’t 
wait to trek it with you!

Elephants, crocodiles, monkeys and more all await us in 
Sri Lanka, and that’s just talking about the animals. This 
country is also blessed with idyllic beaches, tropical forests 
and farms, bustling towns and a culture that you’ll never 
forget. And our spectacular challenge gives us the chance to 
explore it all!

Together, we’ll trek through rolling rice fields and tropical 
farms, climb the ancient Sigiriya rock, meditate with a 
monk and finish at the very special Elephant Transit Home, 
initiated by the Born Free Foundation. 

Passing through small towns and visiting a local school, 
we’ll gain awesome insight into the Sri Lankan culture and 
even spend a night sleeping in a monastery. To top it all off, 
we’ll spend our last day relaxing at the paradise beach of 
Hikkaduwa.

Highlights

• Trek through small towns far off the tourist 
trail

• Climb the ancient Sigiriya Rock Fortress,  
the eighth Wonder of the World

• Discover the Temple of the Sacred Tooth 
Relic of the Lord Buddha in Kandy

• Finish with an exclusive visit to the 
Elephant Transit Home

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Walk on the Wild 
Side Trek Sri Lanka 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Amazing experience that I'll never forget! It was so well organised and everyone was 
so enthusiastic."
Alice, Dream Challenges participant

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Colombo – Dambulla (Sri Lanka)

Colombo

Day 3 | Dambulla - Sigirya Rock Fortress – Dambulla | approx. 13km

 Day 4 | Dambulla – Naula – Matale - Kandy | approx. 17km

Day 5 |Kandy – Pupuressa – Pussellawa –  
Nuwara Eliya | approx. 15km

Day 6 | Pussellawa – Ohiya – St Benedict’s Monastery, Adisham –  
Haputale | approx. 10km

Day 7 | Haputale – Kahagala Estate – 
Bandarawela Buddhist Temple | approx. 12km

Day 8 | Bandarawela Buddhist Temple –  
Udawalawe Elephant Transit Home – Hikkaduwa

Day 9 | Hikkaduwa | Free day or optional trek 
(approx. 7km, flat terrain)

Day 10 | Hikkaduwa - Colombo - UK

Dates: 
8 - 17 Sept 2023
9 - 18 Feb 2024
6 - 15 Sept 2024
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
2023 £1,795
2024 £1,995 
Sponsorship:  
2023£3,590
2024 £3,990
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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42 A hero in everyone

Discover the true wilderness and staggering architecture 
of Romania on our blood-pumping charity trek in the 
Carpathian Mountains of Transylvania. 

Expertly crafted for all fitness levels, this trek pushes you out 
of your comfort zone and into an enchanting world of Gothic 
architecture, fir tree forests, and limestone peaks. We’ll stay 
mostly in simple lodges and tents, so no frills or luxury — 
just the Bear Necessities and the adventure of a lifetime! 

As if things weren’t gothic enough, we’ll even explore 
Dracula’s Castle and stay the night nearby (look out for 
vampire bats)! Then, just as the mighty climbs have sucked 
all energy from our legs, we’ll finish with an exclusive visit to 
a special bear sanctuary and an afternoon in the city of Bran. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Witness the staggering wilderness of 
Romania  

• Stay in simple lodges and tents in the heart 
of nature 

• Explore Dracula's Castle and stay the night 
nearby 

• Exclusive visit to a bear sanctuary 

Bear Necessities Trek 
Transylvania

42 Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"We couldn't have asked for a better group leader. He was supportive, engaging and 
made everyone feel they could achieve their goal. He was perceptive and knew when 
I needed that extra bit of encouragement to keep going!"
Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
9  - 16 Sept 2023
6 - 13 July 2024
Duration: 
8 days
Registration fee: 
£299
Self fund:  
2023 £1,295
2024 £1.495
Sponsorship:  
2023 £2,590
2024 £2,990
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £300

flights
included

Bulgaria

Day 1 | London – Otopeni – Sinaia

43

Romania

Serbia

Hungary

Bucharest

Day 2 | Sinaia – Bucegi Mountains | approx. 20km

Day 3 | Padina Hut – Omu Peak – Malaiesti Mountain hut | approx. 17km

Day 4 | Bucegi Mountain – Bran Castle (Dracula's Castle) | approx. 17km

Day 5 | Bran – Magura/ Pestera Village | approx. 18km

Day 6 | Pestera Village – Piatra Craiului – Zarnesti | approx. 23km

Day 7 | Bran Castle – Zarnesti

Day 8 | Brasov – Otopeni – London

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.



44 A hero in everyone

Setting off just outside Glasgow, we’ll trek on clear paths 
and trails alongside Loch Lomond and fresh-water rivers. 

We’ll wind our way through forested hills, ancient woodland 
and the amazing Munro and Mamore mountains, with views 
of Ben Nevis, the Glenfinnan Viaduct and the Buchaille Mor 
Etive in the heart of Glen Coe. 

Along the way, we’ll visit traditional Highland settlements 
and camp amidst spectacular mountain scenery. We’ll even 
stop off for a taste of whisky at a local distillery. 

Crossing our finish line at the “outdoor capital” of Fort 
William, we’ll end our adventure with an optional first-
class ride on the Jacobite Steam Train, aka. the Hogwarts 
Express! Widely named one of the greatest rail journeys in 
the world. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Trek by the beautiful Loch Lomond

• Stunning views of Ben Nevis

• Have a taste of whisky at a local distillery

• Celebrate at the 'outdoor capital' of Fort 
William

• Option to ride on the world-famous 
Jacobite Steam Train

The Scottish West 
Highland Way Trek

44 Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The challenge leader was amazing and made the trek so easy for us. She was very 
knowledgeable, fun and motivating."
Anonymous, Scottish West Highland Way participant

Dates: 
11  - 19 Sept 2023
Duration: 
9 days
Registration fee: 
£199
Self fund:  
£1,099
Sponsorship:  
£2,200

45

Day 1 | Milngavie

Glasgow

Edinburgh

Day 2 | Milngavie – Drymen | approx. 24km/14.9 
miles | +255m/837ft ascent

Day 3 | Drymen – Rowardennan | approx. 
27km/16.7 miles | +651m/2,136ft ascent

Day 4 | Rowardennan – Inverarnan | approx. 
25km/15.5 miles | +566m/1,857ft ascent

Day 5 | Inverarnan – Tyndrum | approx. 
20km/12.5 miles | + 1,857ft/566m ascent

Day 7 | Kingshouse – Kinlochleven | approx. 
17km/10.6 miles| +1,329ft/405m ascent

Day 8 | Kinlochlevn – Fort William | approx. 
26km/16.1 miles | 1,998ft/609m ascent

Day 9 | Fort William

Fort William

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.



Cycle with us along the Erie Canal Trail from the 
magnificent Niagara Falls to Manhattan, New York! 

Over the 500-mile journey, we’ll follow well-maintained 
tracks that wind through some of the most beautiful sites of 
America. 

Our unbeatable mountain bike challenge is suitable for 
a wide range of ages and abilities and the whole route is 
well-served by local hotels and amenities. We’ll finish our 
spectacular American bike ride following the Hudson to 
Lower Manhattan. 

Visit our website for more details as they are released. 

Highlights

• Experience the magnificent Niagara Falls 

• Cycle along the Erie Canal Trail 

• Travel over 500-miles along well-
maintained tracks 

• Celebrate in Manhattan, New York City

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Niagara Falls 
to New York

NEW
FOR
2023
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Dates: 
13 - 24 Sept 2023
15 - 26 May 2024
11 - 22 Sept 2024
Duration: 
12 days

Registration Fee: 

£449

Self Fund:  
£3,495

Sponsorship:  
£3,944

Airport Tax: 
approx £475

Flights
Included

"The Dream Challenges team were just brilliant! Massive thanks to Collette, Polly, 
Miriam, Dr Graham and Zoe were the dream team and I cannot thank them enough 
for their positivity and support! My ride buddy and I are already looking forward to 
our next Dream Challenges event!!" Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com 47



48 A hero in everyone

Join us in bella Italia on an exquisite three-day cycle from 
the amazing architecture of Milan to the maze of canals 
that make up Venice.

Following an idyllic flat route, we’ll ride through 
enchanting scenery, while we get fit, make a bunch of new 
friends and raise vital funds for your chosen charities.

Our 355km cycle takes us along the southern edge of the 
Dolomites, Lake Iseo and the heavenly Lake Garda, passing 
through fair Verona, the setting of Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet, to a finale at the edge of Venice.

We’ll end with a free day to explore the canals and 
islands of Venice, whilst giving ourselves a big ‘bravo’ for 
conquering an incredible challenge for the cause that 
means the most to you.

Highlights
• Visit the breathtaking Lake Garda

• Cycle through the Italian countryside, past 
lakes, mountains and vineyards

• Chance to visit Juliet's balcony in Verona

• Free day to visit the islands of Venice

• Good distance and relatively flat

• Short duration over a weekend

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Milan 
to Venice

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
14 - 18 Sept 2023
16 - 20 May 2024
12 - 16 Sept 2024
Duration: 
5 days
Registration Fee: 
2023 £199
2024 £249
Self Fund:  
2023 £1,150 
2024 £1,295
Sponsorship:  
2023 £2,300
2024 £2,590

"Just a note to say what an absolutely fabulous experience that was! So glad that 
I took the plunge and signed up. It was such an emotional journey for me, having 
had an operation followed by Radiotherapy, Brackytherapy and Chemo for a good 
part of a year. I set myself a goal to train hard and get fit for this challenge and I'm 
feeling so inspired. It was a life-changing experience. I made new friends and will for 
sure be keeping in touch and will be meeting up again." Rae, Cycle Milan to Venice 
participant

Milan Venice

Day 2| Milan – Brescia approx. 120km

BresciaDay 1| Milan

Day 3 | Brescia – Verona  approx. 105km

Verona

Day 4 | Verona - Mestre  approx. 125km

Day 5 | Mestre – UK

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Trek through the incredible Patagonia for the charity of 
your choice on a special trek set apart from others. 

This once-in-a-lifetime challenge gives you the chance 
to trek in an extraordinary mix of must-see landscapes, 
mountains, and massifs. 

Tick off the Fitz Roy Massif, Rio Blanco Climber’s Basecamp, 
Laguna de Los Tres, Cerro Torre, and one of the World’s 
Natural Wonders: the Moreno Glacier at 22,000 square 
kilometres! 

We’ll finish our challenge by crossing the border and visiting 
the Paine Grande, the Horns, Admiral Nieto and the Towers 
in the Paine National Park. 

Highlights

• Discover the incredible Patagonia 

• Witness the world-famous Moreno Glacier 

• Visit the Paine National Park 

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek Patagonia

A hero in everyone50

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Dates: 
14-24 Sept 2023
14 - 24 March 2024 
12 - 22 Sept 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration fee: 
£499
Self fund:  
£2,750
Sponsorship:  
£5,500
Airport tax: 
approx £475

flights
included

"As someone who participated in the event as a solo traveller, the level of support 
was so very reassuring. Everyone on the trip was so very welcoming and supportive. 
The challenge leader was beyond compare. Her can do spirit is infectious. There 
was nothing she could not do. The local guides were also exceptional and should be 
commended for their support. They made sure that our health and safety was their 
priority. The challenge certainly was the challenge of a lifetime that I had hoped for. 
Thank you all so very very much." Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com 51



52 A hero in everyone

Prepare for a trekking challenge that puts the rest of your 
bucket list to shame. Kicking off in Singapore, we’ll journey 
to Java and climb four of its epic volcanoes for the charity of 
your choice.

Our expertly-crafted itinerary will get us sweating from the 
start, as we climb the mighty Mount Merapi, one of Java’s 
highest mountains, by torchlight! Reaching the summit 
before dawn, we’ll watch the sun rise over the surrounding 
peaks, and the lush farmland and tropical vegetation of the 
Dieng Plateau below.

Eager for more, we’ll wake again at witching hour to summit 
Mount Merbabu in time for sunrise. Next on our list is 
Mount Bromo, which lies on the other side of the island – a 
chance to discover the beautiful eastern side of Java and get 
a taste of the local lifestyle.

We’ll conquer our third sunrise mountain climb, before 
trekking the extraordinary Mount Kawah Ijen! Famous for 
its rare blue fire, the sight of the turquoise crater lake will 
take your breath away! As if this overseas challenge couldn’t 
get any better, we’ll catch a ferry to Canggu in Bali to soak 
up the sun, sea and the spectacular sense of achievement for 
completing the charity challenge of a lifetime.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

4 Volcanoes  
Java Challenge

• Climb four of Java's epic volcanoes

• Experience the Indonesian local lifestyle 

• Admire the huge turquoise crater lake, 
famous for its blue fire

• Finish at a paradise beach in Bali

• See the extraordinary sulphur mining at 
the volcano craters

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The trip was a once-in-a-lifetime event, made unforgettable by the people that went 
and organised the event. They really went above and beyond, and are fabulous in 
everything that they do."
Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
14  - 25 Sept 2023
Duration: 
12 days
Registration fee: 
£449
Self fund:  
£2,499 
Sponsorship:  
£4,998
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

Kuala Lumpur

Jakarta

Surabaya
Bandung

INDONESIA

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Singapore – Yogyakarta  

Day 3 | Yogyakarta, Java  
Day 4 | Yogyakarta – Mount Merapi (2,930m) – Selo
approx. 7 hours (4 hours ascent, 3 hours descent) 

Day 5 | Selo – Merbabu – Sabana II 
approx. +1,200m ascent (5 hours trekking) 

Day 6 | Sabana II – Merbabu Summit – 
Yogyakarta | approx. +300m ascent and 
1,500m descent (6 hours trekking) 

Day 7 | Yogyakarta – Cemoro Lawang | 
approx. 6-hour transfer 

Day 8 | Cermoro Lawang – Mount Penanjakan – Bromo Summit – Ketapang
approx. 2 hours trekking 

Day 9 | Ketapang – Ijen Crater – Gilimanuk – 
Canggu | approx. 4 hours trekking

Day 10 | Canggu 

Days 11 & 12 | Canggu – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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54 A hero in everyone

Prepare to discover heaven on Earth and join our sublime 
cycle across Sri Lanka. 

Together, we’ll ride from the west to the east coast of 
the serendipity island, stop at the world-famous Sigiriya 
Rock Fortress, and finish at the white-sand beaches of 
Trincomalee. 

Our beautiful route will take us across the rainforest-like 
west of the country to the sprawling plains and idyllic 
beaches of the east. We’ll be treated to amazing panoramas 
the whole way as we pass through rolling tea plantations, 
bustling towns and remote villages.

We’ll immerse ourselves in the serene local lifestyle, look 
out for over 800 amazing animal species and climb the 
sacred Sigiriya Rock Fortress, widely named the eighth 
Modern Wonder of the World! We’ll also get a fantastic taste 
of Sri Lanka’s tea culture with a tour of one of the island’s 
gorgeous plantations.

Our adventure will end with a free day at the beach in 
Trincomalee to relax and enjoy one of the world’s finest 
natural harbours.

Highlights

• Climb the world-famous ancient Sigiriya 
Rock, also known as the eighth Modern 
Wonder of the World

• Exclusive tour and tasting session at a 
stunning Ceylon tea plantation

• Finish at the paradise beach of 
Trincomalee

• Tuck into a delicious local curry in a 
traditional spice garden in Matale

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Sri Lanka

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Colombo

Days 1 & 2  | UK – Negombo, Sri Lanka

Day 3  | Negombo – Kitulgala | approx. 60km

Day 4  | Kitulgala – Kotagala - Nuwara Eliya | approx. 60km

Day 5  | Nuwara Eliya – Kandy | approx. 65km

Day 6 |  Kandy – Dambulla | approx. 60km

Day 7 | Dambulla – Trincomalee | approx. 98km

Day 8  | Trincomalee

Day 9 | Trincomalee – Negombo

Day 10 | Negombo – UK

 "Absolutely the most amazing experience and memories, I really hope we get the 
opportunity to join another adventure and raise funds for a very worthwhile cause."
Jaki Diggle, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
15 - 24 Sept 2023

Duration: 
10 days

Registration Fee: 
£349

Self Fund:  
£1,995

Sponsorship:  
£3,990

Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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56 A hero in everyone

Join us for our most epic Dream Challenge ever, a true 
once in a lifetime adventure! Cycle with us from Canada to 
Mexico! 

Kicking off in Canada, we’ll cycle south through the United 
States of America to Mexico. We’ll have no transfers on this 
Dream Challenge — just our bikes and our expertly-crafted 
route along the Pacific Coast. 

We’ll cycle approx. 2,825 km in 34 amazing days! Cycling 
mostly along the coast, we’ll soak up sea views and conquer 
approx. 83.6 km (52 miles) every day for 6 days a week. Even 
heroes need to rest, so every 7th day will be free to kick back 
and explore the sites of the west coast. 

This is the sort of thing you only read about in magazines, 
but we’re making it a reality. Don’t worry about booking 
accommodation, carrying luggage, fixing punctures, or 
finding medical assistance. We’ll provide all this and more! 
And you don’t need to be a pro cyclist — we’ve designed 
our itinerary so people from all cycles of life can achieve this 
with our cycle training plan. You will need to allow 6 weeks 
of your time for the challenge, and we’ll make them the best 
weeks of your life!

Highlights

• Explore Canada, America and Mexico  

• Cycle approximately 2,825 km  

• Discover countless sites along the Pacific 
Coast  

• Have the most life-changing 6 weeks of 
your life! 

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle the USA 
Canada to Mexico

56

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
16 Sept- 29 Oct 2023
16 Sept 29 Oct 2024
Duration: 
44  days
Registration Fee: 
£599
Self Fund:  
£7,450
Airport tax
and fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

"Really enjoyed this Dream Challenge and I would undertake another one without 
hesitation." Christopher, Dream Challenges participant
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58 A hero in everyone

Discover the barely trodden region of the Accursed 
Mountain Range in Albania, also known as the Albanian 
Alps, destined to become the next hot hiking destination. 

Together, we’ll trek through the remote Theth Valley, explore 
towns, forests, and waterfalls, and a 50m-deep canyon in the 
heart of the Albanian Alps. We’ll climb to incredible heights 
in a paradise of isolated peaks, cross the Valbona Pass and 
discover a massive plain hidden in the mountains. 

This amazing new challenge also gives us the chance to 
stay in traditional mountain villages, discover fascinating 
historical monuments, and absorb the local way of life. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Trek through the remote Theth Valley 

• Discover a massive plain hidden in the 
mountains 

• Stay in traditional mountain villages 

• Embrace the local Albanian way of life 

Trek Albania

58

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The feeling you get when you succeed! Then you get home and feel like reality is 
boring…bring on the next challenge." Laura, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
16  - 23 Sept 2023
14 - 21 Sept 2024
Duration: 
8 days
Registration fee: 
£299
Self fund:  
2023 £1,799
2024 £1,979
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,598
2024 £ £3,958
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £300

flights
included
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60 A hero in everyone

Short of time but not energy? This three-day trek through 
the Alps will push you to the peak and knock you out with 
the best sense of achievement. 

Trekking over 45km through France, Switzerland and Italy, 
we’ll tackle steep ascents and explore some of Europe’s most 
beautiful mountains. 

Discover the valleys of Val Feret, climb 1,700m above sea level 
and spend a night in the Alpine paradise of Champex on the 
shores of the crystalline Lac Champex. We’ll also get jaw-
dropping vistas of the mighty Mont Blanc Massif and Col 
Ferret and explore the stunning town of Chamonix. 

Prepare for epic climbs, dazzling panoramas across three 
countries in Europe, and a tightly knit group of trekkers 
destined to be your friends for life. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Trek over 45km  

• Explore France, Switzerland and Italy  

• Climb 1,700m above sea level 

• Discover the stunning town of Chamonix 

Trek the Alps  
Three-Day Challenge

60

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The staff that were on the trip did an amazing job. They had their hands full but just 
got on with it and were super honest with us. They made it amazing for us, we had 
the easy be just to ride. So a big well done to all of them! They all played a big part in 
each of our journeys." Karen, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
20 - 24 Sept 2023
18 - 22 Sept 2024
Duration: 
5 days
Registration fee: 
£249
Self fund:  
2023 £1,229
2024 £1,352
Sponsorship:  
2023 £2,458
2024 £2,704
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £250

flights
included
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62 A hero in everyone

Based at a hotel in Buzet, we’ll walk different trails every 
day through the northern mountains and get the best of 
the secluded landscape of Istria in northern Croatia, worlds 
away from the world-famous Adriatic coast to the south.

With forested hills and limestone peaks, vineyards and olive 
groves, riverside trails and rich woodland, untouched stone 
villages and hilltop towns, we’ll trek away from the crowds 
and immerse ourselves in nature.

Following the Istria Mountain Trail across the peninsula, 
we’ll trek from the wooded hills around Buzet into the Učka 
National Park. We’ll face challenging climbs and long days on 
our feet, but the views of waterfalls, indigenous nature and 
even the Adriatic Islands will make the trek a dream.

Prepare to crest three mountain peaks, including the mighty 
Mount Učka and reach a height of 1,401m! From here, we’ll 
look out across the entire peninsula, with the Alps to the 
north and an endless sea to the south.

The best part of this overseas trekking challenge is that you 
conquer it for the charity, hospice or animal sanctuary of 
your choice! In three tough but stunning days, you can make 
a big impact for the cause that means the most to you, while 
having the experience of a lifetime.

Highlights

• Witness the secluded landscape of Istria

• Trek around the stunning Učka National Park

• Crest three magnificent mountain peaks

• Look out across the entire peninsula at the 
top of Mount Učka

• Hike past spectacular hidden waterfalls

• Discover an abandoned stone town and 
watermill

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek the Mountains 
of Croatia

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The way everything runs during the challenge has certainly made me realise the DC 
approach is the way forward for me! The support, the accommodation, meals and 
snacks, the logistics, mechanical support, medical support - it is all worth every cent."
Anonymous, Cycle Croatia participant

Rijeka

Pula

Venice

Day 1 | UK – Buzet

Dates: 
20 - 24 Sept 2023 
Duration: 
5 days
Registration fee: 
£149
Self fund:  
£850 
Sponsorship:  
£1,700
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £250

flights
included

Zadar

Day 2 | Buzet – Orpatalj – Buzet | approx. 6-7 hours trekking

Day 3 | Buzet – Hum – Buzet | approx. 8-10 hours

Day 4 | Buzet – Učka – Luvran | approx. 7-8 hours

Day 5 | Buzet – UK or Optional Extension

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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64 A hero in everyone

Join our team of Regain supporters cycling from the 
fashion capital of Milan to the islands of Venice in 2023. 
We’ll ride over 350km through bella Italia and raise 
thousands of pounds to help make a difference for sports 
tetraplegics.

Together, we’ll cycle along the southern edge of the 
Dolomites, past mountains, vineyards, and the idyllic 
lakes of Iseo and Garda and spend a night in Verona. We’ll 
experience Italy in the best way, taking in not just the 
tourist hot spots, but also the tranquil towns, small roads 
and rolling hills of the countryside. 

Our last day on the bikes will see us cycling to the edge of 
Venice for a fantastic celebration. Then, you’ll have a free 
day to explore the canals and islands of Venice, filled with 
the triumph of conquering an epic bike ride for a small but 
crucial charity.

Highlights
• Explore Italy's fashion capital  — Milan 

• Visit the breathtaking Lake Garda

• Cycle through the Italian countryside, past 
lakes, mountains and vineyards

• Chance to visit Juliet's balcony in Verona

• Free day to visit the islands of Venice

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Regain Cycle  
Milan to Venice

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
21 - 25 Sept 2023
Duration:
5 days 
Registration Fee: 
£199
Self Fund:  
£1,250 
Sponsorship:  
£2,500

"Brilliant staff who couldn't do enough for you! Thank you."
Anonymous, Cycle Milan to Venice participant

Milan Venice

Day 2| Milan – Brescia approx. 120km

BresciaDay 1| Milan

Day 3 | Brescia – Verona  approx. 105km

Verona

Day 4 | Verona - Mestre  approx. 125km

Day 5 | Mestre – UK

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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66 A hero in everyone

Cycle from the sparkling Adriatic Sea to the paradise of the 
Alps on this exquisite two-country challenge for the charity 
of your choice.

Kicking off on the idyllic Italian island of Grado, we’ll ride 
from the sea to the country’s snow-capped peaks. We’ll then 
cross over the border to the forests, lakes and green capital 
city of Slovenia. 

Our hilly yet heavenly route will take us up and down 
through spectacular mountains and swooping valleys, past 
lush, alpine meadows, chocolate-box towns and the mystical 
Triglav National Park.

We’ll conquer challenging climbs for unsurpassed 
panoramas and enjoy two nights at the crystal clear Lake 
Bled, famous for the tiny island and castle at its heart.

Our adventure will finish with a free day in the amazing 
capital of Ljubljana, one of the world’s greenest cities. 
Boasting no traffic and a number of outdoor cafes, bridges 
and flower beds; the city centre makes the perfect place to 
celebrate our success!

Highlights
• Cycle from the sparkling sea to the Carnic 

Alps in one day, a stone's throw from Austria

• Unforgettable alpine panoramas and 
medieval scenery

• Visit the fairy-tale town of Tarvisio 

• Cycle through Triglav National Park, 
featured in myths and legends

• Enjoy a free day at Lake Bled, famous for 
the tiny island and church at its heart

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Italy  
to Slovenia

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The support staff were first class in all areas. Event, local ground and mechanical 
crew and medical support." 
Susan, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
23 - 29 Sept 2023
Duration: 
7days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
£1,650 
Sponsorship:  
£3,300
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £250

Flights
Included

Venice

Ljubljana

Vilach
Klagenfurt

Day 1 | UK – Venice – Grado  

Day 2 | Grado – Carnia | approx. 100km 

Day 3 | Carnia – Tarvisio | approx. 60km 

Day 4 | Tarvisio – Bled | approx. 55km 

Day 5 | Bled 

Day 6 | Bled – Ljubljana | approx. 100km 

Day 7 | Ljubljana – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Get a breath of sea air on this epic three-day Dream 
Challenge cycling along the Dalmatian coast of Croatia.

Together, we’ll cycle over 190km through postcard-perfect 
scenery for the charity of your choice. We’ll face big climbs 
every day and if they don’t leave us breathless, the exquisite 
views of shimmering seas and medieval settlements 
certainly will.

We’ll mount our bikes in the seaside city of Split and make 
our way down the coast, riding across three stunning 
islands, and celebrating in the fortified city of Dubrovnik.

Our mighty charity bike ride takes us all the way up 
soaring mountains, through a dramatic canyon and along 
the turquoise sea until we reach our royal finish line at 
Dubrovnik’s medieval fortress. We’ll also also have a boat 
ride to the historic Korčula City and a cycle through the fine, 
wine-growing region of Dingač.

The best part of this cycling challenge is that you conquer it 
for the charity, hospice or animal sanctuary of your choice. 
In three incredibly tough but utterly worthwhile days, you 
can make a big impact for the cause that means the most to 
you, while having the experience of a lifetime and making a 
bunch of new friends.

Highlights

• Cycle over 190km along three stunning 
islands

• Climb three breathtaking mountains

• Explore the wine-growing region of Dingač

• Celebrate in the fortified city of Dubrovnik

Cycle Croatia

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

A hero in everyone68

Dates: 
21  - 25 Sept 2023
23 - 27 May 2024
26  - 30 Sept 2024
Duration: 
5 days
Registration fee: 
£299
Self fund:  
2023 £1,299 
2024 £1,395
Sponsorship:  
2023£2,598
2024 £2,790
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £300

flights
included

Day 1 | UK – Split, Croatia | Book your own flight

Day 2 | Split – Makarska | approx. 80km

Day 3 | Makarska – Hvar | approx. 110km

Day 4 | Hvar – Dubrovnik | approx. 112km

Day 5 | Dubrovnik
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"Overall, it was amazing! The staff were all attentive, the accommodation was 
comfortable, the medical and mechanical support counts for a huge amount of 
peace of mind! I will certainly do another challenge and I have and will continue to 
recommend Dream Challenges. I will never forget cycling Croatia!"
Anonymous, Cycle Croatia participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.



70 A hero in everyone

Discover the amazing wildlife, the sprawling plains and the 
sparkling coast of Tanzania on this phenomenal charity 
bike ride. Kicking off at the foot of the mighty Mount 
Kilimanjaro, we’ll cycle through mountains, past lakes 
and through friendly local towns to the paradise beach in 
Pangani.

No trip to Tanzania is complete without wildlife watching 
and we’ll get our fix right away at Lake Jipe, home to hippos 
and crocodiles, with a visiting herd of zebras. This sets us 
up to keep our eyes peeled on every pedal of our 431km 
challenge. If we’re lucky, we’ll spot elephants, wildebeests, 
gazelles and more!

The animals aren’t the only thing to get excited about. 
Tough climbs lead to extraordinary vistas, with jagged cliffs, 
swooping valleys and a patchwork of lush grassland, topped 
with endorphins and an incredible sense of achievement.

We finish our adventure at the postcard-perfect beach town 
of Pangani. With white-sand bays and gentle blue shores, 
Pangani really is the perfect end to our adventure! 

Highlights

• Kick off at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro, 
the tallest mountain in Africa

• Cycle approximately 430km across 
Tanzania to a paradise beach at the Indian 
Ocean

• See an extraordinary range of Tanzanian 
wildlife

• Tackle a spectacular mix of terrains and 
climbs with unparalleled panoramas

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Kilimanjaro  
to Coast

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Tanzania

Day 3 | Moshi – Lake Jipe | approx. 65km

Day 4 | Lake Jipe – Same | approx. 85km

Day 5 | Same – Mambo View Point | approx. 130km

Zanzibar

Arusha

Mombasa

Kilimanjaro National Park

Day 6 | Mambo Viewpoint – Muheza | approx. 96km

Day 7 | Muheza – Pangani | approx. 55km

Days 8 & 9 | Pangani – Moshi – UK 

Dates: 
7 - 15 Oct 2023
Duration: 
9 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
£1,850 
Sponsorship:  
£3,700
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

Want more time in Africa?
Why not jump on our awesome 
optional three-day extension package 
and discover the island of Zanzibar?

If you choose to do this, prepare for 
paradise! Instead of transferring to 
the airport at the end of our bike ride, 
you will catch a boat from Pangani 
to Nungwi Beach on Zanzibar island. 
The next two days will be free for you 
to spend as you wish on the island, 
followed by a fantastic chance to tour 
the Stone Town and its variety of spice 
plantations, once the flourishing centre 
of the spice trade.

"The entire team were absolutely fantastic. This was a fantastic trip and I thoroughly 
enjoyed almost every second." Anonymous Cycle Kilimanjaro to Coast participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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72 A hero in everyone

Discover the ancient magic of Japan on our once-in-a-
lifetime Kumano Kodo trekking challenge from Kyoto to 
Tokyo!

After a day soaking up the autumnal colours and enchanting 
sites of Kyoto, including the Golden Pavillion and the Nijo 
Castle, we’ll journey to the Kii Hantō Peninsula to commence 
our charity trek. We’ll follow the footsteps of Japanese 
pilgrims and trek deep into the Kii Mountain Range on the 
steep trails of the famous Kumano Kodo pilgrimage. 

Starting at the Takijiri-oji temple on the sacred Tonda river, 
we’ll hike on a mix of paved and unpaved trails that criss-
cross the peninsula and connect the major Shinto shrines in 
the mountains. We’ll face challenging ascents and long days 
on our feet, testing our strength and stamina, all the while 
immersed in nature.

Our pilgrimage will take us up through dense forests, across 
streams, past shrines and abandoned tea houses, and into 
remote villages hidden in the hills. We’ll sleep in humble 
local Japanese guesthouses, climb to some of the highest 
and most beautiful places in Japan, and look out across the 
sacred Kumano mountain range, boasting 3,600 mountain 
peaks. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek Japan Kyoto  
to Tokyo

• Explore spectacular Kyoto

• Venture through the beautiful Japanese 
countryside 

• Trek deep into the Kii Mountain Range

• Discover remote villages hidden in the 
golden hills

• Sleep in local Japanese guesthouses

• Hike up and look out across the sacred 
Kumano mountain range

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
9 - 21 Oct 2023
15 - 28 April 2024
7 - 19 Oct 2024
Duration: 
13 days
Registration fee: 
£549
Self fund:  
£4,999
Airport tax  
and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

Tokyo

Hamamatsu

Nagoya

Okayama

Kobe
Osak

Days 1-2 | UK – Kansai – Kyoto

Day 3 | Kyoto  

Day 4 | Kyoto – Kumano Kodo (Kii-Tanabe) 

Day 6 | Nonaka – Kawayu Onsen | approx. 21km/7-9 hours

Day 7 | Kawayu Onsen – Koguchi | approx. 13km/4.5-6 hours

Day 8 | Koguchi – Nachi | approx. 14.5km/6-8 hours 

Days 9 & 10 | Nagoya – Tokyo  

Day 11 | Tokyo  

Days 12-13 | Tokyo – UK  

"It's life-changing and the most amazing thing I've ever experienced!"
Amanda, Dream Challenges participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Prepare to go bananas on our trekking challenge through 
the jungles and mountains of Madagascar!  

This special trek for animal charities gives us the chance to 
explore the Andringitra National Park World Heritage Site 
and summit Madagascar’s highest climbable mountain, 
Imarivolanitra. 

We’ll face challenging terrain trekking through tropical 
rainforests and rocky mountains, with chances to spot all 
sorts of wildlife like lemurs, chameleons, mongooses and 
more. We’ll also visit authentic villages and experience the 
unique culture of this jewel in the Indian Ocean. 

The best part is you get to do this all in aid of the animal 
shelter, sanctuary or charity of your choice.  

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Explore the Andringitra National Park 

• Climb the soaring Imarivolanitra 

• Trek through tropical rainforests 

• See lemurs, chameleons, mongooses and 
more 

Walk on the Wild  
Side Trek 
Madagascar

74

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Thank you to Dream Challenges for a fantastic experience and thank you for all my 
new friends." David, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
20  - 29 Oct 2023
19 - 28 July 2024
25 Oct - 3 Nov 2024
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
2023 £2,495
2024 £2,595 
Sponsorship:  
2023 £4,990
2024 £5,190
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included
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Are you ready for an all-American adventure challenge 
exploring the canyons of Arizona? 

Get a taste of the United States on a jaw-dropping trek in the 
Zion National Park, Monument Valley, and the awe-inspiring 
Grand Canyon.  

We’ll hike for five amazing days under the sun and spot 
shooting stars as we camp in the desert, finishing with an 
unforgettable celebration dinner in Las Vegas. 

Visit our website for more details as they are released. 

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Explore the Zion National Park 

• Witness the might of the Grand Canyon 

• Camp in the desert 

• Celebrate in Las Vegas 

Trek the Grand 
Canyons of Arizona

76

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"A fantastic trip. Brilliant guides and organisation all very efficient."
Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
21 - 29 Oct 2023
6 - 14th April 2024
19 - 27 Oct 2024
Duration: 
9 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
2023 £2,495
2024 £2,745 
Sponsorship:  
2023 £4,990
2024 £5,490
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included
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Discover the rolling emerald tea fields, serene villages and 
majestic temples of Northern Thailand on our tropical bike 
ride for heart charities.

Everyone knows about the paradise beaches of southern 
Thailand but the peace of the mountains is something else 
entirely. We’ll tackle mighty climbs through the countryside, 
catch our breath in the natural swimming pools of a 
waterfall and meet the amazing Lahu Hill Tribe nestled 
amidst tea plantations.

We’ll cycle from the bustling city of Chiang Mai to the White 
Temple of Chiang Rai. This will treat us to extraordinary 
vistas over lush farms and valleys, enabling us to gain an 
enthralling insight into the rich history and culture of rural 
Thailand. After this, we’ll soothe our feet in hot springs 
hidden in a forest.

Prepare to fall in love with the delicious Thai cuisine, keep 
your eyes peeled for exotic wildlife and make a group of 
treasured new friends. And the best part is, it’s all for the 
heart charity or cardiac ward of your choice.

Highlights

• Take a dip in the natural swimming pool of 
a waterfall

• Explore Wat Ban Den, one of the most 
magnificent but least known temples of 
northern Thailand

• Experience the peace of living in the 
mountains of Thailand

• End a tough day of cycling with a visit to a 
natural hot spring

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

The Big Heart Bike 
Ride in Thailand

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
27 Oct- 5 Nov 2023
Duration: 
10 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
£1,750 
Sponsorship:  
£3,500
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

THAILAND

LAOS

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Bangkok – Chiang Mai  

"The Big Heart Bike Ride was an amazing experience. What better way to see a 
country!"
Hazel, Dream Challenges participant

Day 3 | Chiang Mai – Sri Lanna | approx. 82km 
Day 4 | Sri Lanna – Chiang Dao | approx. 55km 

Day 5 | Chiang Dao – Thaton | approx. 50km 

Day 6 | Thaton – Mae Salong | approx. 48km 

Day 7 | Mae Salong – Chiang Rai | approx. 60 – 75km 

Day 8 | Chiang Rai 

Days 9 & 10 | Chiang Rai – Bangkok – UK  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Join us in the volcanic sands of the Namib Desert on 
this extraordinary trek for The Urology Foundation and 
Wellbeing of Women!

Kicking off at the Burning Mountain (the Brandberg Massif), 
which glows orange and red in the sunset, we’ll explore the 
spiritual rock paintings of the San (Bushman) tribes. Then 
we’ll embark our adventurous five-day trekking challenge 
along the Ugab Riverbed. With soft sand underfoot and 
acacia trees overhead, we’ll push through hot, sunny 
stretches and seek shelter at lunchtime. Along the way, we’ll 
keep our eyes trained for the majestic desert steenboks.

We’ll rise early to enjoy the cool of the morning and spend 
our nights under more stars than you’ve seen in your life. 
We’ll gain insight into the ancient history of the desert, 
make lifelong friendships with fellow trekkers and, most 
importantly, achieve an epic challenge for two incredible 
charities. Our challenge welcomes you to fundraise for either 
the Urology Foundation or Wellbeing of Women. The funds 
you raise on your desert adventure will go a very long way to 
help the charity you choose to support.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Namibia Trek in aid  
of TUF & WOW

• Witness the Burning Mountain, which glows 
orange and red in the sunset

• Explore the spiritual rock paintings of the 
San tribes

• Trek along the Ugab Riverbed

• Gain insight into the ancient history of the 
desert

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"I honestly can't say how this challenge has changed my outlook. The other trekkers 
were wonderful and I met some lovely people."
Jane, Dream Challenges participant

Dates: 
27 Oct - 5 Nov 2023

Duration: 
10 days

Registration fee: 
£349

Self Fund:  
£2,500

Sponsorship:  
£3,500

Airport tax 
and fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

Zebedeus

Arixa Ams

Days 1 & 2 | London – Windhoek – Uis

Day 3 | Uis – Brandberg Massif – Ugab Wilderness Camp | approx. 12km/5 hours

Day 4 | Ugab Camp – Desert Camp | approx. 16km/6 hours 

Day 5 | Namib Desert | approx. 14km 

Day 6 | Namib Desert | approx. 28km/8 hours

Day 7 | Namib Desert | approx. 17km/6 hours

Days 8 & 9 | Namib Desert – Windhoek – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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82 A hero in everyone

Step up for cancer charities across the UK and hike 
through the amazing Indian Himalayas, from Dharamsala 
to Laka Got!

Starting with a free day to discover Delhi, including the 
17th century Red Fort, we’ll take an exciting sleeper train to 
Pathankot and lace up our hiking boots in Dharamsala, the 
spiritual home of the Dalai Lama.

We’ll wake amidst the mountains for yoga and meditation, 
hike through pine and rhododendron forests and cross 
suspension bridges over fresh-water streams.

Making friends with the locals as we go, we’ll taste freshly 
brewed Indian Chai Masala, encounter friendly Gaddi 
Tribe villages and breathe in the tranquillity of life in the 
mountains.

We’ll finish this once-in-a-lifetime adventure with a sleeper 
train to Agra to discover the world-famous Taj Mahal! 

Highlights

• Explore the bustling city of Delhi

• Visit Dharamsala, the spiritual home of the 
Dalai Lama

• Start every day with morning yoga and 
mediation classes

• Climb to Laka Got for unparalleled 
panoramas across the Indian Himalayas

• Visit the iconic Taj Mahal 

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Britain V Cancer 
Trek India

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Everyone has been hearing me roar about how great this trip was! Would definitely 
recommend. I had a fantastic week, the challenge was great fun and we were treated 
so well." Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant 

PAKISTAN

Katmandu
NEPAL

Delhi

AgraJaipur

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Delhi

Day 3 | Pathankot – Dharamsala

Day 4 | McLeod Ganj - Satobari village drive - Trek to Kareri village 
approx. 12km

Day 5 | Kareri - Bal Village | approx. 15km
Day 6 | Bal Village - Triund | approx. 14km

Day 7 | Triund - Laka Got - Triund | approx. 10km

Day 8 | Triund - Bhagsu Nag trek - Dharamsala | approx. 12km

Day 9 | McLeod Ganj

Day 10 | Dharamsala – Pathankot

Day 11 | Delhi -  Agra

Day 12 | Agra – Delhi – UK

Dates: 
2 - 13 Nov 2023
Duration: 
12 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£1,650 
Sponsorship:  
£3,300
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Trek the entire width of Costa Rica on this mighty 
challenge! 

Over a 16-stage journey, you’ll see more beauty bursting 
from the varied landscape than you ever thought possible. 

Kicking off at the Caribbean Sea on the east coast, we’ll 
venture to the Pacific Ocean on the west, through a variety 
of tough and tropical terrains that will test us to the 
extreme. 

This extraordinary adventure is not for the faint-hearted, 
but you’ll reap the rewards as you marvel at Costa Rica’s 
unique environment and vibrant wildlife

Highlights

• Trek the entire width of Costa Rica 

• See both the Caribbean Sea and the 
Pacific Ocean 

• See a massive array of vibrant wildlife

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Camino de  
Costa Rica

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023
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Dates: 
2-18 Nov 2023
22 Feb - 9 Mar 2024
7 - 23rd Nov 2024
Duration: 
17 days

Registration fee: 

£499

Self fund:  
£3,750

Airport tax: 
approx £475

flights
included

"Absolutely Fantastic organisation from excellent airlines, transport, daily schedules, 
food and water, and super hotel. Team leaders Fantastic helpful and inspirational."
Anonymous, Dream Challenges participant

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com 85



86 A hero in everyone

Watch the sun rise over the Himalayas and immerse 
yourself in the local culture of Nepal on this once-in-a-
lifetime trek for children’s charities.

Together, we’ll hike from Pokhara to Poon Hill and make a 
mountainous impact for children’s charities and hospices 
across the UK. Starting in the serene city of Pokhara, 
we’ll follow rivers in mountain valleys and climb through 
forests bright with rhododendrons. The panoramas of lush 
vegetation and snow-capped peaks are more than worth the 
challenging ascents!

We reach the highest point of our trek, Poon Hill (3,210m), by 
torchlight for an unforgettable experience watching the sun 
rise over the surrounding peaks. Staying in local guest houses 
by night and guided all the way by our fantastic trekking 
leader by day, this challenge will give you incredible insight 
into the Nepali culture.

We’ll pass through communities, chat with villagers and end 
with a free day to explore Kathmandu − the perfect calm 
after an epic climb! The best part about this trek is that it’s 
all in aid of the children’s charity or hospice of your choice!

Highlights

• Explore the capital, Kathmandu

• Visit the serene city of Pokhara

• Hike through beautiful rhododendron and 
evergreen-filled forests

• Expert local Challenge Leader who grew up 
in the Himalayas and knows them like the 
back of his hand 

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Hike the  
Himalayas in Nepal

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
3-12 Nov 2023
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£1,850 
Sponsorship:  
£3,700
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

"Everyone had such a fantastic time and this is a testament to the hard work that
is put in by Dream Challenges. I have nothing but praise for the organisational
staff, who were all generous, experienced, knowledgeable and kind."
Hannah, Dream Challenges participant

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Kathmandu

Day 3 | Pokhara - Syauli approx. 4.8km/4 hours

Day 4 | Syauli - Ghandruk approx. 6.4km/ 6 hours

Day 5 | Ghandruk - Tadapani approx. 6.4km/ 6 hours

Day 6 | Tadapani to Ghorepani approx. 6.4km/ 6 hours

Day 7  | Ghorepani - Poon Hill - Tirkedunga
approx. 12.9km/ 8 hours

Day 8 | Tirkedunga - Pokhara |approx. 6.4km/ 4 hours 

Day 9 | Pokhara – Kathmandu

Day 10 | Kathmandu – London
* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Starting with a climb up the Turrialba Volcano, we’ll cool 
off in a waterfall and gain insight into the local lifestyle as 
we trek through tiny farming communities. 

Then, we’ll enter the tropical rainforest on a remote trail 
shared with the Cabécar indigenous people. We’ll cross 
swing bridges over deep canyons and valleys while looking 
out for a variety of wildlife, including toucans, frogs and 
sloths. 

Eager for more, we’ll head to the Talamanca Mountain 
Range and embark on climbing one of its highest peaks. The 
trek may be tough, but with a stunning trail through the 
cloud forest that bursts with wildlife and gives us sublime 
panoramas, we’ll be well rewarded for the ache in our legs. 

Our challenge finishes at the turquoise shores of the Pacific 
Ocean, where we’ll trek to another stunning waterfall 
and walk a stretch of the coast to the Whale’s Tail. This 
extraordinary strip of land not only resembles a whale’s tail 
— it also gives us a chance to look out for humpback whales! 
Here, we’ll celebrate by watching the sun set over the ocean. 

Highlights

• Shower in a stunning tropical waterfall 

• Meet the Cabécar indigenous people

• Climb to one of the highest peaks of the 
Talamanca Mountain Range 

• Explore the Whale's Tail 

Trek challenge

Challenge level

Trek Costa Rica

A hero in everyone88

NEW

NEW
FOR
2023

Dates: 
16-25 Nov 2023
15 - 24 Feb 2024
28 Nov - 7 Dec 2024
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£399
Self fund:  
2023 £2,595
2024 £2,695
Sponsorship:  
2023 £5,190
2024 £5,390
Airport tax: 
approx £475

flights
included

"An incredible experience with amazing people and many have become friends for life."
Helen, Dream Challenges participant

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com 89
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Due to phenomenal popularity and overwhelming demand, 
we’re cycling from Mumbai to Goa for a third year!

Ride through the stunning South of India, from the spicy city 
of Mumbai, through exotic mango and coconut farms to the 
paradise beaches of Goa.

Our enchanting ride takes us past colourful temples, rice 
paddies and lush fruit farms, through seaside towns and 
along the coast, until we reach our finish line in Goa!

The stunning scenery may make our cycle seem like a 
dream, but you won’t be sleeping in the saddle as you pedal 
over 360km for the charity of your choice!

We’ll gain enthralling insight into an entirely different 
culture and achieve a momentous challenge for the cause 
closest to your heart. You may even master the art of 
haggling with the local tradesmen!

Highlights

• The gorgeous coastal town of Dapoli

• The Guhagar coast

• Unexplored beach town of Ratnagiri

• Padavane Ambolgad Beach

• The beautiful beaches in Malvan

• Terekhol River

• Hindu temples

• The golden-sand beaches of Goa

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle  
Mumbai to Goa

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Dates: 
23 Nov - 3 Dec 2023
7 - 17 Feb 2024
Duration: 
11 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
2023 £1,895
2024 £2,199
Sponsorship:  
2023 £3,790
2024 £4,398
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

MAHARASHTRA

TELANGANA

ANDHRA
PRADESH

Hyderabad

G OA

Mumbai

Dapoli

Ganapatipule

Padavane

Malvan

Pune

Guhagar

Days 1 & 2 | London – Mumbai

Day 5 | Guhagar – Ganpatipule Beach approx. 50km/ 4-5 hours

Day 6 | Ganpatipule – Padavane Ambolgad Beach approx. 86km/ 5-6 hours

Day 7 | Padavane Ambolgad Beach - Malvan approx. 96km/ 6-7 hours

Day 8 | Malvan – Arambol Beach – Goa | approx. 84km/ 6-7 hours

Day 9

Day 10 & 11 | Goa - Mumbai - London

London Heathrow

Day 4 | Dapoli – Guhagar | approx. 52km/ 4-5 hours

Day 3 | Mumbai - Dapoli 

"What a great trip! The best so far. Proper cycling, incredible scenery and a delightful 
destination. Many thanks for all the organisation from your end.  As you know I am staying 
on in Central America for nearly three weeks." Mark, Dream Challenges participant

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Due to the red-hot demand for this challenge, we’re 
delighted to experience it again in 2023!

Cycle through the wildlife-packed western Ghats, the spicy 
Cardamom Country and the beautiful backwaters of Kerala 
to the Mirari Beach, on this exquisite challenge for the 
charity of your choice.

Setting off from Kochi, we’ll tackle tough climbs through 
Munnar’s misty coffee and tea plantations to the top of the 
Kannan Devan Hills in the Western Ghats.

The breathtaking panoramas and ample wildlife spotting 
opportunities are well worth the climbs. We’ll spice up 
our cycle as we skirt Periyar National Park through the 
cardamom-growing Idukki Region. Then it’s one last stretch 
across the palm-lined lagoons, islands and canals of the 
backwaters. We’ll get awesome insight into the coconut 
catching and coir communities, before reaching a paradise 
finish at Marari Beach.

Although beautiful, this is far from a relaxing getaway. 
Our cycle will leave you with aching legs, unforgettable 
experiences and a bunch of new friends.

Highlights

• Cycle through the Western Ghats, named a 
Treasure Trove of Wildlife by the WWF

• Meet the coconut catching and coir 
communities of Kerala

• Cycle through the backwaters of Kerala, 
unlike anywhere else on Earth

• Special chance to extend your stay on 
a houseboat cruise of Kerala's famous 
backwaters

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Kerala 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"The India trip was absolutely fantastic, really one of the best things I've ever done, 
thank you to everyone at your end for such brilliant organisation and especially to 
the wonderful group leader."
Nikki, Dream Challenges participant

Libya
Kochi

Kottayam

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Kochi – Munnar (1,500m) | 
approx. 105km

Day 3 | Munnar – Top Station (1,900m) – Munnar
approx. 76km (+/- 400m)

Day 4 | Munnar – Vandanmedu (1,100m) | approx. 80km (+500m/-900m)

Day 5 | Vandanmedu – Vagamon (970m) | approx. 70km

Day 6 | Vagamon – Ettumanoor – Kumarakom (50m) | approx. 85km

Days 7 & 8 | Kumarakom – Marari Beach
approx. 50km

Dates: 
30 Nov - 9 Dec 2023
Duration: 
10 days 
Registration Fee: 
£349
Self Fund:  
£1,799
Sponsorship:  
£3,600
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

Why not finish your adventure with an awesome optional excursion?
Extend your stay in Kerala after your epic cycle on an optional four-day 
extension. Spend two nights aboard a house boat cruising the canals and 
the longest lake in India, Vembanad. Return to Kochi for your final day and 
enjoy a historic walking tour. Contact us for more information.  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Cycle coast to coast across Costa Rica on our roller coaster 
of a challenge. 

Over 11 days, we’ll journey from the dazzling Caribbean 
Sea to the gigantic Pacific Ocean. As we tackle mighty 
climbs through tropical rainforests and exotic fruit farms, 
we’ll enjoy breathtaking descents, with chances to visit 
vibrant towns and villages far off the tourist track.  

Taking on a tough 350km cycle has never been more fun 
as we spot sloths, tiny green tree frogs, parrots, monkeys 
and more while pushing ourselves to the peak. We’ll cycle 
past two extraordinary volcanoes and finish our challenge 
at Playa Hermosa, a dazzling beach on the Pacific Coast, 
with lapping turquoise shores and soft white sand to 
soothe our feet. 

Highlights

• See both the Caribbean Sea and the 
Pacific Ocean  

• Cycle over 350km 

• See sloths, tiny green tree frogs, parrots, 
monkeys and more  

• Celebrate at Playa Hermosa 

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Cycle Costa Rica
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Dates: 
16 - 26 March 2024
16 - 26 Nov 2024
Duration: 
11  days
Registration Fee: 
£399
Self Fund:  
£1,999
Sponsorship:  
£3,998
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

"This is my third challenge and it was the best one yet! The diversity of the cycling 
made it very challenging, which I loved. The hotels, food and especially the team of 
both UK and local staff were excellent." Anonymous, Cycle Costa Rica participant 

Days 1 & 2 | London – San José – Finca Pacuarito

95

San José

Day 3 | Finca Pacuarito – Guápiles | approx. 70km

Day 4 | Guápiles – Sarapiquí | approx. 61km

Day 6 | Arenal Volcano – Tilarán | approx. 62km

Day 7 | Tiláran – Miravalles Volcano | approx. 53km

Day 8 | Miravalles Volcano – Playa Hermosa | approx. 70km

Day 9 | Playa Hermosa – San José

Day 10 | San José – UK 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Trek for mental health charities on our life-changing 
spiritual journey in the Indian Himalayas, from 
Dharamsala to the Laka Got glacier (3,300m)!
 
Starting with a free day to discover Delhi, including the 
17th century Red Fort, we take an exciting sleeper train 
to Pathankot and lace up our hiking boots in Dharamsala, 
spiritual home of the Dalai Lama.
 
We’ll wake amidst the mountains for yoga and meditation, 
hike through pine and rhododendron forests and cross 
suspension bridges over fresh-water streams.
 
Making friends with the locals as we go, we’ll taste freshly 
brewed Indian Chai Masala, encounter friendly Gaddi 
Tribe villages and breathe in the tranquillity of life in the 
mountains.
 
As if that’s not enough to get excited about, we finish with a 
sleeper train to the Taj Mahal in Agra.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Explore the bustling city of Delhi

• Overnight sleeper train to Pathankot

• Dharamsala, the spiritual home of the 
Dalai Lama

• Morning yoga and mediation classes

• Climb to the gorgeous Laka Got glacier

• Visit the stunning Taj Mahal

Walk With Me  
in India
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Dates: 
31 Oct - 11 Nov 2024
Duration: 
12 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£2,149
Sponsorship:  
£4,298
Airport tax and fuel 
surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

97

"Did this trek with Dream Challenges some 5 years ago but it was one of the best 
experiences and achievements! Just do it!"
Sam, Dream Challenges, Past Participant

PAKISTAN

Katmandu
NEPAL

Delhi

AgraJaipur

Days 1 & 2 | UK – Delhi

Day 3 | Pathankot – Dharamsala

Day 4 | McLeod Ganj - Satobari village drive - 
Trek to Kareri village | approx. 12km

Day 5 | Kareri - Bal Village | approx. 15km
Day 6 | Bal Village - Triund | approx. 14km

Day 7 | Triund - Laka Got - Triund | approx. 10km

Day 8 | Triund - Bhagsu Nag trek - Dharamsala | approx. 12km

Day 9 | McLeod Ganj

Day 10 | Dharamsala – Pathankot

Day 11 | Delhi -  Agra

Day 12 | Agra – Delhi – UK

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Feel the burn on this five-day volcanic adventure in 
Iceland’s Southern Highlands. 

From lava crossings to glistening glaciers to small streams 
to raging rivers, trekking doesn’t get more dramatic than 
this. Starting in Landmannalaugar, we’ll climb through the 
mountains on all sorts of terrains, tackling rocky stretches, 
snow fields and expanses of glistening black obsidian rock. 

We’ll pass natural hot springs, deep gorges and literal ice 
lands and cool off wading through glacial streams! Our steep 
descent may be greener, but no less striking, with rolling 
hills, roped footbridges and a powerful finish in the valley of 
Thor, the Norse God of thunder. 

Camping amidst the mountains by night, we’ll get the 
special chances to swim in a secluded fresh-water lake, see 
stars unspoiled by light pollution and end with a visit to the 
Blue Lagoon geothermal spa.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Trek through stunning scenery surrounded 
by giant glaciers and raging rivers

• Swim in a huge volcanic lake and take in the 
beautiful scenery

• Enjoy the views of Hekla, Iceland's most 
famous volcano

• Swim in the famous Blue Lagoon, one 
of Iceland's pools of pure, mineral-rich 
geothermal seawater

The Iceland Lava Trek
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Dates: 
15  - 19 July 2024
Duration: 
5 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£1,895
Sponsorship:  
£3,790
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included
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Day 1 | London – Landmannalaugar

Day 2 | Landmannalaugar – Álftavatn | approx. 24km

Day 3 | Álftavatn – Emstrur | approx. 14km

Day 4 | Emstrur – Thorsmörk – Reykjavik | approx. 15km

 Reykjavik

Day 5 | Reykjavik – UK

"It's fab. If anyone thinks they can't do it.....trust me you can. You'll love it."
Claire Reasons, Dream Challenges, Past Participant

Whale
Watching and 
Golden Circle 

optional
extension

Want more time in Iceland? 
We're delighted to offer all participants an amazing optional two-night extension 
package in Iceland. Our excursion gives you the once-in-a-lifetime chances to 
explore the Golden Circle, immerse yourself in Iceland's fascinating history and 
watch whales in the wild.

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Trek through the rainforests of the Virunga Mountain 
Range and encounter endangered species on this once-in-a-
lifetime gorilla tracking adventure.

Together, we’ll trek through valleys, lush vegetation and 
local communities, with chances to see golden monkeys. 
The excitement will continue with a breathtaking boat ride 
across the volcanic Lake Mutanda in wooden canoes. Then, 
it’s time to go ape!

We venture into Bwindi Impenetrable Forest to track the 
amazing Nkuringo Gorilla Family Group! Encountering 
these magnificent and sadly, critically endangered, animals 
in their natural habitat is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
that few will ever get to experience.

Left with an unforgettable sense of awe, we end our 
adventure by getting involved with a variety of eco activities 
for the local community at the Singing Gorilla Project.

Highlights

Trek challenge

Challenge level

• Discover the spectacular mountains and 
volcanoes of Uganda

• See Golden Monkeys in the wild

• Boat ride across Lake Mutanda

• Venture into Bwindi the Impenetrable Forest

• Track the famous Mountain Gorillas

• Get involved with the local community and 
the Singing Gorilla's Project

Gorilla Adventure  
in Uganda
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Dates: 
9 - 18 Oct 2024
Duration: 
10 days
Registration fee: 
£349
Self fund:  
£2,695 
Sponsorship:  
£5,390
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

flights
included

101

London Heathrow

Days 1 & 2 | UK – 
Kigali – Gahinga 

RWANDA

Day 3 | Mount Gahinga – Mount 
Sabinyo (3,669m) – Amajambere 
Camp | approx. 14km/ 8 hours

Day 4 | Amajambere 
Camp – Lake Mutanda | 
approx. 18.5km

Day 5 | Lake Mutanda – Chameleon Hill 
(approx. 2.5 hours) – Nkuringo (330m) | 
approx. 8km trekking

Days 6 - 8 | Bwindi Impenetrable 
National Park | approx. 8km – 18km 
depending on where the gorillas are!

Days 9 & 10 | Nkuringo – Kigali – UK 

Gorilla Tracking Permit Included!
As gorillas are sadly critically endangered, their habitat is carefully protected and trekkers must have 
a Gorilla Tracking Permit to enter the Bwindi Impenetrable Rainforest. We arrange and pay for all our 
participants' permits (£550 per person), so you don't need to worry about it. It's all included in your 
challenge costs!

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Are you ready for the UK’s biggest female cycling event?

Join thousands of amazing ladies cycling around London at 
night on the Women V Cancer flagship challenge!

We cannot wait to reunite in 2023 and make a greater impact 
than ever for people facing breast, ovarian and cervical 
cancers. To all our long-time Women V Cancer warriors, 
we’ve missed you! And to all the first-time riders, we’re 
excited to meet you!

Ride the Night London 2023 will be more special than ever! 
More sparkle. More excitement. And most importantly, more 
funds raised for the three vital Women V Cancer charities, 
Breast Cancer Now, Ovarian Cancer Action and Jo’s Cervical 
Cancer Trust.

You’ll meet hundreds of friends - old and new - as we come 
together in our hundreds to prepare for the ride with 
motivational music, speeches from our three incredible 
charities and warm-ups.

Highlights
• Join thousands of women as you take over 

the streets of London

• Be a part of the UK's biggest female 
cycling event

• Join the effort as we aim to raise £1 million 
for our three crucial charities 

• Choose to conquer 50km or 100km

• Cycle past a sparkling range of London 
landmarks

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
Ride the Night 
London

NEW
VENUE

FOR 
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"I've just come back from doing the Ride the Night London, it is awesome! I can't 
recommend it highly enough! Go for it!"
Sophie Clarke, WVC Ride the Night London participant

Dates: 
29th April 2023

Duration: 
1 night

Registration Fee: 
£45

Sponsorship:  
£100 plus

women 
V 

cancer 
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Manchester, are you ready for the UK’s biggest female 
cycling event? 

Due to phenomenal demand from our Women V Cancer 
warriors and the critical need to make a difference for our 
three amazing charities, we’re bringing Ride the Night to 
Manchester in 2023! 

Get ready for the ride of your life and join hundreds of 
marvellous ladies at our start/finish venue in Manchester 
(TBC) for a 50km or 100km cycle through Manchester at 
night for Breast Cancer Now, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust and 
Ovarian Cancer Action. 

Whether you sign up solo or bring your team, you’ll make 
hundreds of new friends, get the greatest experience of 
Manchester possible and most importantly, make a massive 
impact in the battle against women’s cancers. 

We’ll get you ready and raring to go with entertainment, 
motivational music, speeches and an energising warm-up. 
Then it’s time to set off in waves for your chosen route. 
Pedalling past loads of spectacular Manchester landmarks, 
you’ll light up the city with your bright pink Ride the Night 
vests and the sparkling Women V Cancer spirit.  

Highlights
• Be a part of the first ever Women V Cancer 

Ride the Night Manchester

• Get the greatest experience of Manchester, 
cycling with hundreds of new friends

• Choose to cycle 50km or 100km through 
the city

• Help make an incredible impact in the 
battle against cancer

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
Ride the Night 
Manchester

NEW
EVENT

FOR 
2023

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

"Well organised and fun, I feel 100% safe doing the WVC challenges, truly the best."
Anonymous, WVC participant

Dates: 
16th Sept 2023

Duration: 
1 night

Registration Fee:

£45

Sponsorship:  
£100 plus

women 
V 

cancer 
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Get ready for our epic new Women V Cancer challenge, 
cycling coast to coast across the UK! In two stunning, 
sweaty days, we’ll cycle from Workington to Tynemouth 
through some of the UK’s most spectacular scenery.

Following an expertly-crafted route, we’ll kick off at the edge 
of the West Coast and cycle on smooth tarmac through the 
quintessential British countryside. Our 118-mile challenge 
will be no easy feat, but the expansive views across rolling 
fields and forests will reward us well. 

We’ll tackle tough climbs cycling up through the Lake 
District and the North Pennines, two areas famous for their 
outstanding beauty. Then, we’ll catch our breath on a joyous 
descent and follow the River Tyne through Newcastle upon 
Tyne to Tynemouth. 

All the way, we’ll get fit, make friendships that last a lifetime 
and, most importantly, make a huge impact for our Women 
V Cancer charities, so that they can continue to be there for 
people facing cancer.

We’ll find our finish line right at the water’s edge at one 
of the most eastern points of the United Kingdom, with 
vistas across a sparkling sea and a phenomenal sense of 
achievement.

Highlights
• Ride a total of 118 miles across the stunning 

British countryside 

• Cycle through beautiful spots like the Lake 
District and the North Pennines 

• Finish your adventure at one of the UK's 
most easterly points

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
Coast to Coast

A hero in everyone106

"It was without a doubt the most challenging but worthwhile experience I've ever had."
Tracie Gunningham, Dream Challenges, WVC Cycle India participant

Dates: 
1 - 4 June 2023

Duration: 
4 days

Registration Fee: 
£99

Sponsorship:  
£990

women 
V 

cancer 

ENGLAND

Day 1 | Workington

Sunderland

Newcastle upon Tyne

Workington

Day 2 | Workington – Alston | 
approx. 61 miles/98.2km

Day 3 | Alston – Tynemouth | 
approx. 57 miles

Day 4 | Tynemouth – Workington 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com 107

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Voulez vous faire du vélo avec Women V Cancer? Our 
phenomenally successful Women V Cancer London to Paris 
Bike Ride is back for 2023 so more amazing ladies can live 
the Parisian dream!

In three spectacular days, we’ll cycle from the outskirts of 
London to the bright lights of Paris in support of our three 
crucial charities, Breast Cancer Now, Jo’s Cervical Cancer 
Trust and Ovarian Cancer Action.

Kicking off early on Thursday morning, we’ll leave the 
London bustle for rural roads through the picturesque 
villages of the South Downs to Portsmouth. An overnight 
ferry later, we’ll ride through rolling French hills and the 
quaint, traditional towns of Caen and Évreux, until we reach 
la belle Paris.

Our final stretch will see us cycle to the Eiffel Tower, one of 
the world’s most iconic landmarks. Here, we’ll celebrate with 
a glass of bubbles, a fantastic celebration dinner and a free 
day in Paris!

Highlights
• Achieve a bucket list challenge in one 

incredible weekend

• Cycle 120km per day on an expertly crafted 
all-tarmac route

• Free day to explore the amazing sights of 
Paris

• Epic finish at the iconic Eiffel Tower

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
London to Paris  
Bike Ride 

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Day 1 | London - Portsmouth /Caen | approx. 72 miles 

Paris

ENGLAND

"Just an amazing experience, I never thought I had that in me. A huge thank you to all 
of the team for making the journey so enjoyable and well done to all of us ladies for 
completing it and raising a fantastic amount for the charities."
Nicola Stephenson, WVC London to Paris participant

Dates: 
15 - 18 June 2023

Duration: 
4 days

Registration Fee: 
£149

Sponsorship:  
£1,700

women 
V 

cancer 

FRANCE

London

Southampton Portsmouth

Day 2 | Caen - Évreux | approx. 84 miles 

Day 3 | Évreux - Paris |  approx. 85 miles 

Day 4 | Paris – London  

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Get ready for a red-hot challenge, cycling from the
mesmerising Taj Mahal to the pretty pink city of Jaipur for
Women V Cancer.

Our stunning 360km cycle immerses us in the fascinating 
region of Rajasthan. Prepare to cycle through a world of 
vibrant clothes and flowers, exotic fruit farms, lush tea 
plantations and beautiful temples. 

We’ll stay in friendly local villages, follow roads through 
beautiful countryside and discover the wildlife-packed 
Ranthambore National Park, one of the last remaining 
places on Earth where Royal Bengal tigers can roam safely 
in their natural habitat. As one of the world’s most critically 
endangered species, it’s unlikely we’ll spot a tiger, but we’ll 
have awesome opportunities to see other protected species, 
visit iconic temples and get an insight into the ancient 
culture of India.

You’ll get fit, make a group of new lifelong friends and, most
importantly, make a huge impact for our Women V Cancer
charities: Breast Cancer Now, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust and
Ovarian Cancer Action.

Highlights
• Visit the world-famous Taj Mahal

• Meet rural villagers of Rajasthan and 
experience the incredible culture of India 
unlike anywhere else on Earth

• Cycle a stunning 360km over 5 days

• Stay in spectacular former palaces

• Finish at the amazing Pink City of Jaipur

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
Cycle India

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Days 1 & 2 | London - Delhi – Agra

Lucknow

Delhi

AgraJaipurRAJASTHAN

UTTAR
PRADESH

Day 9 | Jaipur

Day 10 | Jaipur - Delhi – London

"This was my very first overseas challenge. What an amazing experience, beautiful 
country, lovely people and the children were so happy."
Margaret Jones, WVC participant

Dates: 
3  - 12 Nov 2023
Duration: 
10 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Option 1 Self Fund:  
£1,695
Option 2 
Sponsorship:  
£3,000
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

Flights
Included

women 
V 

cancer 

Day 3 | Agra – Bharatpur

Day 4 | Bharatpur - Karauli | approx. 66km 

Day 5 | Karauli - Ranthambore | approx. 95km 

Day 6 | Ranthambore - Talabgaon | approx. 76km 

Day 7 | Talabgaon - Dausa | approx. 76km 

Day 8 | Dausa - Jaipur | approx. 48km 

* Maps are for illustrative purposes only. The exact route may vary slightly.
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Channel your inner goddess and explore the world-famous 
ancient wonders of the Nile on our once-in-a-lifetime 
women-only cycling challenge for Women V Cancer. 

Kicking off in Cairo, we’ll cycle to the amazing sites in 
Memphis and Saqqara, the City of the Dead, including the 
sacred sphinxes and pyramids of Giza. Then we’ll head to the 
Fayoum Oasis, which has supported the lives of humans and 
wildlife in Egypt for over 8,000 years!

Next, we’ll jet south to Aswan and follow the Nile to the 
Philae Temple Complex on Agilika Island and our exquisite 
Nile River cruise ship! Resting on the cruise ship by night, by 
day we’ll cycle to a mind-blowing variety of monuments built 
across millennia and gain insight into their history from our 
fantastic local guide.

The humidity and length of our cycling days will prove tough 
but with spectacular river-side panoramas and a team of 
Women V Cancer warriors by your side, it could be the best 
experience of your life.

Highlights

• An expertly crafted route taking in the 
iconic landmarks as well as the less-
travelled paths along the Nile

• Three nights on an amazing Nile River 
Cruise ship renowned for its hospitality

• Delicious celebration meal at a hilltop 
restaurant, which treats us to unparalleled 
panoramas of Cairo

• Exclusive tours of all the ancient sites

Cycle challenge

Challenge level

Women V Cancer  
Cycle the Nile

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

Day 5 | Nile River Cruise – Kom Ombo Temple – Nile River Cruise | 45km

Israel

Libya Egypt

CairoDay 1 | UK – Cairo

Day 2 | Cairo – Memphis – Saqqara – Pyramids & Sphinx – Cairo | approx. 55km

Day 3 | Cairo – Fayoum – Cairo | approx. 110km

Day 4 | Cairo – Aswan – High Dam – 
Nile River Cruise | approx. 35km

Day 6 | Nile River Cruise – Edfu 
Temple – Esna – Luxor Temple – 
Nile River Cruise | approx. 82km

Day 7 | Nile Cruise Ship – Valley of Kings – Hatshepsut Temple – Colossi of Memnon – Karnak 
Temple – Luxor – Cairo | approx. 80km

Day 8 | Cairo – UK 

Dates: 
3 - 10 Nov 2023
Duration: 
8 days
Registration Fee: 
£349
Option 1 Self Fund:  
£1,695 
Option 2 
Sponsorship:  
£3,000
Airport tax and 
fuel surcharge: 
Capped at £475

"Absolutely the most amazing experience and memories, I really hope we get the 
opportunity to join another adventure and raise funds for a very worthwhile cause."
Jaki Diggle, Dream Challenges, WVC Past Participant

Flights
Included

women 
V 

cancer 
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A: The accommodation varies from 
challenge to challenge, ranging 
from comfortable hotels to jungle 
monasteries and mountain and 
desert camps to traditional home 
stays! Visit our website for more 
information on the types of 
accommodation for each challenge. 

A: Our challenges are not designed for Olympic athletes, they’re designed 
for people looking for an amazing goal to train and get fit for. A number 
of people who take part in our challenges have a low fitness level when 
they sign up. We provide you with a free comprehensive and realistic 
training programme for each challenge, which we’ll send to you in plenty 
of time once you’ve signed up, so you’ll have lots of time to prepare.

Q. What type of accommodation 
will I be staying in?

frequently asked questions

Q. Is there a lower and upper age 
limit to take part?

A: You need to be 18 years old or over to 
take part in a Dream Challenge. There’s 
no upper age limit. One of the amazing 
things about our challenges is that 
people of all ages come together to do 
something very special, to raise funds 
for the charity closest to their heart. 

Q. Do doctors accompany your 
groups?

Q. What other costs do I need to pay?

A: Yes. We always have a UK 
based doctor as part of the crew 
on our overseas challenges, 
sometimes even two, depending 
on the size of the group. 

A: In addition to paying your registration fee, you will need to 
budget for your visa (if applicable), airport taxes and the fuel 
surcharge for our overseas challenges (typically £350 but subject 
to change – up or down). Other items to take into account 
include personal travel insurance, gratuities, optional tours and 
personal expenses. 

STILL BURNING WITH CURIOSITY? GET IN TOUCH
www.dream-challenges.com         bookings@dream-challenges.com        01590 431 105

Q. How fit do I need to be?

Sign up today at dream-challenges.com | 01590 431 105 | bookings@dream-challenges.com

our booking conditions
Booking conditions
Summary of our booking conditions
1. A non-refundable registration fee is required to participate in the event and should be paid direct to Dream Challenges Ltd.
2. If you have selected:

Sponsorship – You pay the non-refundable event registration fee direct to Dream Challenges when you register for the event. You must raise the agreed minimum amount of sponsorship 
as specified by your chosen charity, 100% of which must be sent to your charity at least 12 weeks prior to the event departure date* and will be used to cover your tour including travel, 
accommodation, food, support vehicles and event support.

Self Funded – You pay the non-refundable event registration fee direct to Dream Challenges when you register for the event. You must pay the full event costs which will need to be paid to 
Dream Challenges 12 weeks before the departure date* to secure your place on the event.

3. If you want to cancel your booking you must notify Dream Challenges in writing. The effective date of cancellation will be the date such notice is received. Registration and administration 
fees are non-refundable in the event that you cancel.

Period before departure, when written notice of cancellation is received by DCL

Cancellation Charge

Up to 70 days: Registration fee
69 – 56 days: Registration fee and 35% of challenge costs
55 - 43 days: Registration fee and 55% of challenge costs
42 - 29 days: Registration fee and 75% of challenge costs
From 28 days to departure: Registration fee and 100% of challenge costs

If you have paid the Challenge Tour Cost directly to DCL.
If you cancel your booking, the cancellation charges referred to above will apply. You will receive a refund of any monies paid by you directly to DCL relating to the Challenge Tour Cost paid 
after deduction of the cancellation charges set out above.

If the Charity has paid the Challenge Tour Cost to DCL.
If you cancel your booking, the cancellation charges referred to above will apply. DCL shall refund to the Charity any monies relating to the Challenge Tour Cost paid by it to DCL after 
deduction of the cancellation charges set out above. You agree that the Charity shall be entitled to keep any such refunded monies and shall not be obliged to pay them to you.

4. Flight inclusive challenges: we hold an Air Travel Organiser’s Licence issued by the CAA (ATOL No. 10456) which provides for your protection in the event of Dream Challenges' 
insolvency. The price of your air holiday packages includes the ATOL Protection Contribution (APC) we pay to the CAA. This charge is included in our advertised prices. When you buy an 
ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protected, where you can get information on what this means for 
you and who to contact if things go wrong.

5. The Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust Limited (ABTOT) provides financial protection under The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 for 
Dream Challenges Ltd. and in the event of their insolvency, protection is provided for the following:

1. Non-flight packages and
2. Flight inclusive packages that commence outside of the EU, which are sold to customers outside of the EU.

ABTOT cover provides for a refund in the event you have not yet travelled or repatriation if you are abroad.  Please note that bookings made outside the EU are only protected by ABTOT 
when purchased directly with Dream Challenges Ltd. 

In the unlikely event that you require assistance whilst abroad due to our financial failure, please call our 24/7 helpline on 01702 811397 and advise you are a customer of an ABTOT 
protected travel company. You can access the The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 here: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2018/9780111168479/
contents

6. If you are refused passage/entry/exit to or from the event destination any additional costs incurred are your responsibility.

7. Itineraries, schedules and accommodation may change and other alterations may occur which are beyond the control of Dream Challenges.

8. Your passport must be valid for at least six months from date of return to the UK. You are responsible for ensuring that you have a valid passport for the challenge. 

9. We strongly recommend all participants purchase travel insurance which covers health/accident/loss and repatriation.

10. You must agree to be bound by Dream Challenges Booking Conditions. 

 Data Protection 
To process your booking and to ensure that your travel arrangements run smoothly and meet your requirements we need to use the information you provide. Depending on what’s 
required, the personal data we collect may include names and contact details, credit/debit card or other payment information and special requirements such as those relating to any 
disability or medical condition which may affect holiday arrangements and any dietary restrictions which may disclose your religious beliefs.
The person who makes the booking is responsible for ensuring that other members of your party are aware of our booking conditions and this privacy policy and that they consent to your 
acting on their behalf in your dealings with us.

Any such personal data that you provide will be held securely and for the purpose you have provided it, in accordance with both UK General Data Protection Regulation (UK GDPR) and the 
Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018.

We take appropriate technical and organisational measures which are intended to prevent unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and accidental loss or destruction of, or 
damage to, personal data.

We must pass the information on to the relevant suppliers of your travel arrangements such as airlines, hotels, transport companies, etc. We will not however, pass any information on 
to any person not responsible for part of your travel arrangements. This applies to any sensitive information that you give to us such as details of any disabilities, or dietary/religious 
requirements. In making a booking, you consent to this information being passed on to the relevant persons only.

We may need to disclose personal data to a third party within countries outside the European Economic Area (EEA) for the purpose of providing your holiday. Controls on data protection in 
your destination may not be as stringent as in the UK. In addition, your data may be disclosed to regulatory bodies or public authorities such as customs or immigration for the purposes of 
monitoring and/or enforcing compliance with any regulatory rules/codes.

We will only send you information about special offers, brochures, new holidays and competitions if you have ‘opted in’ to receive marketing emails from Dream Challenges Ltd. If at any 
time you do not wish to receive this information you can use the ‘unsubscribe’ function at the bottom of any marketing email, or call us.
For full details of how we may use your personal information and your rights in relation to your personal information, please see our Privacy Policy on our website: https://www.dream-
challenges.com/privacy-cookies/. By booking online, or over the phone, you are stating that you have read and agreed to our Privacy Policy.’

Promotional Material
Dream Challenges reserves the right to use any photographs and images for Legitimate Interest to promote future challenges taken on a challenge by its employees or forwarded by any 
person on the challenge or connected to the challenge, on its website, in its social network marketing activities or for use in any other relevant promotional material. Should you wish not to 
be included in any photographs or videos, please inform a member of staff prior to challenge departure.

Please note: We are committed to the on-going training of our staff and this may involve the recording of telephone conversations.

This is only a summary of our booking please visit: www.dream-challenges.com/booking-conditions to view our full conditions.
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Challenge programme
Let's find your dream challenge

The Clock Tower 
Unit 4 Oakridge Office Park, Southampton Road,  

Whaddon, Salisbury, SP5 3HT
United Kingdom

E-mail: events@dream-challenges.com
Telephone (UK): 01590 431 105
www.dream-challenges.com


